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Reverses last week's stand

ASC supports local anti-war rally
by Ray Watts
managing editor
The ASC Legislature, reversing
last week's vote of noncommitment concerning the nationwide May 5 Peace Rally,
decided to lend its support to tfre
local participation in the antiVietnam war protest activities.
The ASL (Associated Students
Legislature) will provide Martin
Hall as the rally's keynote speaker. He will kick off the demonstration which will include commemoration services in honor of
the student deaths at Kent State
and Jackson State during last
year's Cambodia invasion incident.
In line with the May rally, the
ASL voted to endorse a joint
\ peace treaty between the people
of the U.S. and the people of
North and South Vietnam. The
treaty will .be circulated around
campus during the peace rally, in

hopes of obtaining signatures.
Central will be one of hundreds
of colleges and universities where
the treaty will be circulated.
Constitution
For the second week in a row
the legislature voted acceptance
of the proposed ASC Constitution. The first vote took place at
a special meeting held last
Wednesday.
The proposal now goes to the
vote of the student body in the
May 12 general election. Upon
recommendation of Budd Wright,
chairman of the Constitutional
Revision Committee, the constitution will be placed on the ballot
article by article in hopes that
students will read the document
before ratifying it.
Wright also pointed out that
there may be o.ne or more
articles which would be unacceptable to the voters and the
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article-by-article placement would
give students the opportunity to
accept or reject them as they see
fit.
Sandi Dolbee, on-campus leislator, presented a motion which
would require the Election Committee to publish and distribute
copies of the constitution to dormitories and to .conspicuous locations two weeks prior to the
election. This move would give
additional impetus to students to
read the document before taking
any action. The motion passed
unamimously.
Joining the constitution on the
May 12 ballot will . be the filling
of two seats on the Faculty
Senate.
''These seats must be filled if
we want equal student-faculty
representation on the board,''
said Bill Crompton, chairman of
the election committee.
Crompton noted that as of Monday night, no candidates had
filed for the seats. Forms for
filing may be obtained from the
ASC office in the SUB. Seventy
signatures are required to -validate the petitions. Filing for office closes Tuesday, May 4 at
5 p.m., he said.
Minority Week
The legislature also voted to
allocate $730 to two campus
minority groups for their activities during May 9-15 · Minority
Week. The ASL appropriated
$500 for the black students and
the remaining $230 to the Chicanos. Neither the Hawaiian nor
the Native American student
groups submitted requisitions to
, the ASC.
The funds for Minority Week
activities will come from the budget of ASC President Tom Dudley and the Departmental
Speakers.
In other legislative action the
ASL voted to recognize the
Bahai Club and the DYBO Club.
Bahai was granted provisional
recognition so that their upcoming events could be scheduled.
Permanent recognition was delayed because of an administrative mix-up concerning Bahai's
club constitution.

~allp

0

The Clearwater Park site begins to shape up in the wake of student
WOrk groups. .
Scott McKay

Park clean-up slated
Clearing brush and moving
felled trees will be the primary
duties of the work party tomorrow at the Clearwater Park site,
southeast of the Ellensburg City
Dump and across the Yakima
River.
Bob Fisher, Clearwater Park
Committee chairman, said that
last Monday there had been
approximately 75 persons signed
up to work. He also said that
those signed up should wear
sturdy work clothes.
The 75 or more persons should
meet in the Hertz Hall parking

lot at 10 a.m. tomorrow. The
party will then drive to the park
site and the work will begin at
11 a.m.
Upon arrival at the park site
the work party will be divided
into about four groups. The
groups will be led by Dr. Don
Wise, Bob Fisher, John Burns
and Mike McLeod. Most of the
work done by these groups will
be concentrated in the lower level
park area next to the river.
The work will be concluded
about 3: 30 p.m. and followed by
a picnic for all those participating.

Election slated to fill Faculty Senate
seats, revise new ASC constitution
There will be an election this
quarter to vote on a revision of
the ASC Constitution and elect
two Faculty Senate members.
ASC President Tom Dudley is
contemplating running a questionaire to get opinions about continuing funding of various projects now sponsored -by ASC, but
it has yet to be drawn up.
Dudley is revising several ASC
institutions this term, including
placing the election process itself
under scrutiny.
"In the past, there have been
accusations of electioneering at
the polls and that things were
not as they should have been,''
Dudley said.
Bill Crompton, elected by the
ASC Legislature, is the chairman
of a committee to amend the
elections system.

Crompton is presently working
on a proposal to go back to ~
convention system where candidates will petition the student
body to get their names on the
. ballot. That candidate receiving
the most votes in the convention
will have his name appear in the
first slot for that office.
Crompton's second project is
to draw up an election handbook to explain everything a
candidate needs to know to apply
for office, for posting, requirements of officers and how delegates for the convention are
chosen.
To inform the voting public,
the voter's pamplet thaf was published last quarter "didn't go
over too well," said Dudley, concluding, "next time we'll concentrate more on what a candidate stands for rather than what
he looks like.''
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Central partakes in May 5 peace moratorium
by Pete Delaunay
associate.editor
On May 5, the ASC will sponsor a peace rally to protest U.S.
involvement in Southeast Asia.
The rally also will be stagffd
to remember those students who
died on the Jackson and Kent
State campuses last year at this
time.
The agenda scheduled for the
rally inc\udes speeches, music
and a great deal of discussion.
Tom Dudley, ASC president
and coordinator of the program,
says, "The demonstration scheduled is designed to be educational for those students partici.pating.
''Our purpose in holding the
peace rally," he continued, "is
to discuss why America is not
yet out of Southeast Asia and

to shed a little light on the
events that took place on the
Kent State and Jackson State
campuses last year."
There will be at least four
scheduled ''teach-in'' areas on
the lawn · across from the SUB
Mall in back of Karnola Hail.
Included among the "teach-in"
topics are: Student Activism, conducted by Dr. Don Wise and his
staff from the Dean of Student
Activities Office; American Domestic Policy, conducted by a
member of· the ·Political Science
Department; and Vietnam, conducted by the ASC featured
speaker, Martin Hall.
Hall, who is considered an expert on S.E. Asia, will speak
that night at 8 in the small SUB
ballroom.
Dave Larson, ASC administrative vice-president· and coordina-

tor for the "'teach-ins" during
the rally said, "I think this section of the program is very important if it is to be a genuine
educational experience."
The "teach-ins" will begin
around noon and end with the
afternoon program around 4.
Gary Larson, ASC executive
vice-president and coordinator of
special sidelights duripg the
peace rally, is planning a post
card mailing section during the
afternoon and a candlelight
march during the evening, following the major speech of the
ASC speaker, Martin Hall.

Hall to speak
on Asian ·. war

"I think the section concerning
postcards will add political value
to the peace rally,'' he said.
"We're hoping that students,
faculty and administrators will
take the post cards (on sale on
the mall) and mail them to their
Congressmen with an expression
of their concern and opposition
to Mr. Nixon's conduct of the
war. Hopefully, they will ask for
all troop withdrawals hy the end
of the year."
Mike ·Merritt, news editor of
the Campus Crier and coordinator of faculty cooperation, said,
"I've written a letter to the
Faculty Senate asking that professors discuss pertinent prob·lems of the present in their class-

rooms. We are not asking for thestriking of classes."
At the time of this writing
no decision had been made, btit
Merritt said, it looked positive.
Mark Henning, IPAC chairman
and coordinator · of the music on
the mall during the day' said
that bands have been ·scheduled
to perform between the speakers scheduled.
The rally committee was also
planning other events for the day
but they were not completed by
press time.
·
All members of the ASC involved in the peace rally activities agree that they will work for
a peaceful demonstration of
concern.

On the screen for the first 'time

A musical journey
into the soul of a nation

Martin Hall, a noted journalist
and speaker, will voice his views
on Indochina at Central on May
5.

Demonstration slated
On Wednesday, May 5, students from Central have
slated a peaceful demonstration dedicated to the students who were killed on the campuses of Kent and
Jackson State.
The moratorium is also calling for the immediate
withdrawal of American troops from Southeast Asia.
According to one national news publication, the administration is hearing the voices of students throughout the c~mntry. The Johnson administration stopp~d
the bombmg of North Vietnam; Nixon has started a
"gradual" withdrawal of troops from Vietnam and has
''allegedly'' not set foot in Laos.
One might feel that the demonstrations of 1968 '69
'70 and '71 were heard by the governmental establish~
ment.
· The speakers scheduled, although not headliners,
should provide some insight to the pertinent issues of
the day.
We support Central's idea of a moratorium. It is time
to remember what happened last May and it jg time to
count once more the number of troops still in Vietnam.
Pete DeLaunay
I

Hall said in a letter to Tom
Dudley, ASC President, that
"The war in Indochina has been
greatly expanded by the invasion
of Laos which is what I consider
a major defeat not only for the
forces of Thieu and Ky, but really
for the whole "Vietnamization
program" of the Nixon Administration.
Since May 5 is National Moratorium Day, Hall's topic will be
along these lines. There will be
two speeches, one at 2 p.m . in
the Mall and one at 8 p.m. in
the small SUB ballroom . A series
of discussions may follow Hall's
talk.
Martin Hall was born in Germany and educated at the universities of Marburg, Munich and
BerliW. -He worked as a journalist
until Hitler came to power in
1933.
Hall joined
the
anti-Nazi
underground movement and consequently fled to Paris in 1935
with a price on his head. He
came to the United States in 1936
where he became a U.S. citizen.
As a writer and lecturer Hall
has lectured at more than fifty
universities and colleges. He has
also published articles in "The
Nation," "The Progressive," "The
Christian Century" and "The New
Statesman."
Hall is a member of the Ameri-.
can Academy of Social and Political Sciences, the National Board
of Directors of the American
Humanist Association, and the
Americ~n Civil Liberti~s Union.
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Administration-watching
One of the p'r ime functions of a newspaper is being
a "watchdog" . of government, business and public
officials. In this issue of the Sweecy magazine published in the Crier we criticize Central' s administration.
Several points in the articles published in the magazine should be considered by the administration. It
appears · that the student writers have some legitimate
complaints.
·
Ron Sims, former ASC president, questions the
administration on race relations and the poor communicatiOn the administration has with minority students.
Bill Whiting, Crier feature writer, tries to explain the
philosophy of the college's administration. He notes
that the reduction in faculty proposal originated in the
administration rather than having the faculty propose
a way to reduce their numbers in face ·of budget cuts.
Jim Bodeen, former Crier staff writer, writes about
Central' s growing bureaucracy and poor communica- ,
tions between administration and student government.
We hope that the administration will read these
articles and then take a look at what is really happening within the structure. The criticisms leveled at the
administration are legitimate concerns of students, and
we hope of the administration itself.
Bob Lu~gen

Indictment ·

Today's ed insures passive grads
by Gretchen Nicholas

staff writer
Education is the acquisition of
knowledge which an individual
must have to function effectively
in society.
Ideally the well-educated person is involved with and aware
of the world around him and is
an asset to society. However, the
product of today's institution of
learning is more likely to be a
passive person whose goals on
the acquisition of material things,
the extrinsic rewards.
·Grades-oriented
Grades are a major factor in
the production of the acquisition-

aimed individual. Grades are
used to indicate the teacher's
evaluation of a student's performance. But the offspring of the
grading system defeat the very
purpose of learning.
Students learn ea.cly to ''psyche
out" a teach and feed back exactly what he wants. Many take
easy classes to get good grades
although they don't learn anything. Most defeating of all is
learning to cheat, the most clear
indication that grades, not learning, is the goal of the student.
The boring teacher needs
grades to motivate his students
to perform. The performance is
forced; only the necessary facts
-·-

.. ___.

--

------.. . ___ __ ------ ~:=-=-=-· ~ -

Hyakem faces change
The Hyakem issue seems to be "cut and dried," as
one member of the Board of Publications said.
economic
Central' s yearbook is suffering the strain
cuts in tlie college's budget which force the reduction
of staff.
According to the administration there simply are
not enough people in the Office of College Relations
(with the reduction of staff) to provide for an advisor
to the Hyakem.
Changes in the format of the Hyakem have been
mentioned to ease the pain of death of the 50-year-old
book. Quarterly publication, say some officials, would
be able to better represent the student interest while
reducing the cost to students.
Although the Hyakem does appear to -be declining in
popularity as shown by the number of yearbooks purchased, it does perform a service to the school.
We would hope that the Hyakem staff and potential
new editors would investigate the possibilities of revamping the yearbook's format.
Change in the Hyakem is needed if Central is to have'
some form of a yearbook.
Bob Lutgen

of

are learned. True understanding
and involvement with the subject is ignored.
The apathetic American who
cares about nothing but his own
personal gain is the result of a
system that puts emphasis on
material rewards and never
teaches one to act for his own
personal satisfaction.
The ideal system would involve
intensive evaluation in place .of
grades and the replacement of
fact-oriented learning to emphasize ex;pe.rience.
Greek method
In ancient Greece, for example,
teachers were paid directly by
the students who wished to listen
to them. Without a B.A., M.A.
or Ph.D. to back them up the
teachers not only had to prove
their knowledge, but had to
really understand current ideas
and their subject or students
would go to someone else. The
boring speaker quickly lost out
in this situation.
Teachers subjected to student
evaluation as criterion for employment would have to teach
better. Likewise, stud~nts who
weren't interested in accomplishing anything could be dropped by the teac,her.
To shift emphasis like this
would teach the value of action
for personal satisfaction and
could mean the undoing of a
passive America.

Readers write
To the editor:
Monday the 26th, we as interested students visited the ASC
legislative meeting with the intent to present a letter written by
the "students for the advancement of higher learning." This
letter . was earlier presented to
the Deans' Council containing
innovative changes to the present
grading system. This proposal is
now being considered by the
legisl~ture.

Haircut season
It's haircut season and young men from all over are
trimming their locks in quest of summer employment.
Many are depending on the recent "fair employment
-equal opportunity legislation,'' those who do are finding themselves without jobs.
Regardless of "liberalism" employers are prone to
~PlP.<>t aooficants who are neatly trimmed.
~i;-;-;;-cent Interview with -a-- prooaoie ~enrp-ioyet- tlils reporter got the feeling that his own hair was out of
place.
It seemed that this probable employer kept his eyes
on ...the. locks rather than the almost never-ending spiel
~f£ ci~ta concerning- job . q"i.ai~:ic~~!9!!~· Theref~~e.: this
reporter sold-out "eloquently" with a shorter style.
Another important factor · concerning the length of
one's hair is parental problem. Of course, this variesfor ever;: ~_:irent _is. different. Parents, often times, are
selective about ha;;_ _,!ength-usually they HINT and
WINT with endless clich~s:- - .
Include among the few job tips pfokea ;,;; en r~ute
are. a short trip to the shearing chair, neatness, a dee~~!·
resume and a fast mouth.
If you're in qu~st of employment h the Seattle area,
save your gas and drive south, young man, drive south.
Pete DeLaunay

Take Note
Perhaps the shortest editorial in history.
to the last ASC Legislature:
If you drink don't legislate.
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Our major concern was not
with this proposal or the actions
taken on -the issue. The concern
lies with the personal conduct
exhibited by certain members of
the legislature. Only a few students on this legislature appeared
concerned with their roles as reprnsentatives of the rest of the
student body, while the majority
voted by roll call on whether or
not lhe raci i~ai iwo iegisiaiui:s
were intoxicated should be written into the minutes. Another
fact which occurred was the seeming unconcern of the majority as
exhibited by their periodic entrance and exit from the SUB
snackbar.
Granted, this was our first
meeting and we cannot judge the
legislators' past activities on this
one meeting. However, the fact
to be cuiit:~rucd . with !~ th1!t this.
behavior happened at all. · Had
we been visiting students or
fac~lty rrulli ~~~!-her s~hool, we
would have to come to the c;;~
clusion from the actions of this
meeting that the ASC Legislature of Central is still in a junior
high school category.
Hopefully this condition was a
rare occurence and th&i: our next
v'.;~itation will prove more worthwhile .
Cancerningly,
Michelle Mcclurg
Andrew Slatt
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Pr.e sident's corner

:.~~ed~:pletely fa~tio~~~~~e~e~o~n~:f ha~~nxi~srf~~~~~t~: As~:sD dposition on rally-

Today (April 19, 1971) was the . that office.. ended up on the
fourth floor :of Barge Hall at the
day that all interested students
were to submit applications for
rear of the line ... and there we
waited.
campus-run apartment housing,
i.e. student village, Buttons and
At 8: 55 a.m. we were allowed
Hickey Apartments.
to sign the "official waiting
During four different calls to
list." Then we were informed that
the Housing Office prior to this
in order of previous "unofficial
day, we were told. no business
list" was completely disregarded.
· we were there on Monday,
concerning .summer or fall apartApril 19, as instructed. we were
ment housing could be transacted
until the doors of the office were
taken out of the "first-come,
officially opened. The opening
first-serve" order for the correct
times given were 7: 15, 7: 30, 7: 45
day and put behind people who
and about 8: 00 a.m. on the morncame on the wrong day and who
signed . an "unofficial list" that
ing of the nineteenth. This was
to insure the students that the
was ignored.
apartments would be given out
we don't understand! Will you
on a " completely fair" and
please try to explain to us how"strictly first-come and first-serve
this "completely fair procedure"
basis."
works?
Sunday night we cancelled all
plans in order to be down at the
Housing Office, in an alert and
awake state, at 4: 30 a.m. on Monday, April 19. When we arrived
we found 15 to 20 people asleep
on the floor. We assume their
desires were greater than ours.
Then we were asked to sign our
names on a list.
According to the man attending
the document, it was a list of
those who had come to apply for
an apartment. Our names were
179 and 180 on the girls' list!
(There were 104 names on the
men's list!) At five a.m.? With
20 people waiting? At that
point we were informed that the
list was started at 3 p.m. Sunday
afternoon!
·
At about 6 a.m., when the
building had been cleared, the
security police started calling in
numerical order the names on
the list. The people who signed
up Sunday were called first and
allowed to be first in line at the
Housing Office door. We, the
people, who believed the infor-

Two of Many,
Judy Grenier
Joanne Byrne

Send a letter
ro the editor:
Three months ago r began writing to convicts at Monroe. Since
then, a statewide net of correspondence has been set up to
encourage people to write to prison inmates. This organization
was started and is mostly run
by convicts who were willing to
help others.

Response has been minimal.
Since two weeks ago, the situation at Walla Walla has become
very serious, inmates who want
to correspond outnumber correspondents by a very wide ma·rgin. Many of us who write are
corresponding with three people
or more. Monroe needs many
more people to write.
The general reaction from
many students here is that either
convicts do not deserve human
contact or that their letters will
somehow
contaminate
the
receiver.
In three months I can't detect
any sign of having been contaminated, diseased, threatened
or molested.
Once again I appeal to any and
all interested students to contact
me (mornings or late evenings)
by phone. Or, if more bold, give
a short introduction of yourself
and ask for names from any of
the following:
Central: Tim Utterback, Student
Village Coed, 211A, 963-3170.
Monroe: Felix Kvistad, #126943
3A 41, ICO coordinator, Box 777,
Monroe, Wash. 98272.
Walla Walla: Tom Farrugia,
#127078, ICO coordinator, Box
520, Walla Walla, Wash. 99362.
Seattle: Mike Campbell, 3951
Fremont Ave. N., Seattle, Wash.
98103.
Tim Utterback

m

u ey

time that day to free expression
and interaction on the conflicts
that face America today.
' We invite all students to par'ticipate and to let their ideas and
feelings be known.

It seems that there was some

misconception in the last Crier
issue concerning ASC's position
on the May 5th Peace Rally
sponsored by the Student Mobilization Committee.
It is not that the ASC is "pro
war" but, rather the ASC Legislature felt that by supporting the
National Student Mobilization
Committee program, it would be
directly violating th~ wishes of
Central's student body as expressed in last year's StudentIn college newspaper competition sponsored by Sigma Delta
Faculty Referendum.
At that time, the student body Chi professional journalism frafelt that classes should not be dis- ternity, the Campus Crier was
missed for the purpose of voicing · awarded second place in the
four-year colleges and universities
opposition to the war in Vietnam.
The ASC Legislature was hesi- division.
tant at last week's meeting to enWestern took first place in the
dorse the Peace Rally because division, while Eastern was
no specific program was sub- awarded third.
mitted by the local Student
Mobilization Committee.
The ASC Legislature, however,
·~·
c:::::::>
in accordance with the anti-war
sentiment on campus and the
student wishes to remain in
classes, has initiated a Peace Day
Rally that we feel will provide
·Offers more for
educational and beneficial discussion and reflection among
students.
The program will consist of
Ask About Em bossed
speakers, teach-ins, music and
prayer. We are also asking that
Initial Stationery.
professors dedicate their class

Crier nabs high
honors in pro
journalism

-Tt~

MOTHER'S DAY
Also
Handkerchiefs
Jewelry
Scented Candles

I appealed to Central students
to write to an inmate. I found it
hard to believe that a student who
enjoys the freedom to go where
and when he pleases would careless about people than a convict
in solitary who has every reason
to be bitter and uncommunicative.
Yet, this seems to be the case.
Inmates in several places are
devoting desperate efforts to find
"outsiders" to write to men and
women who are extremely alone

CROWN SHOP
"The Hallmark Shop"
in the plaza

8th &'A' ·

'925 5001
Carry out or eat in.
Open daily at 11:30 a.m.
.

.
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Pres. Nixon plans
new 1superagency 1

SPRING HAS SPRUNG!

Your College Bookstore has a large
selection of T-Shirts in a variety of styles
and colors. Come in. today and select
one for spring wearing. All shes,

$2. 95 - $3.50.

Bounces even with
a hole in it!
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President Nixon has made a
proposal that would . consolidate
government-sponsored volunteer
programs into one "superagency."
''Action,'' as the independent
agency would be called, would
bring together VISTA, the Peace
Corps, senior citizens programs,
the business executive corps and
the National Student Volunteer
Program. The Teacher Corps
would be added upon passage of
legislation to transfer it from the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
Nixon told Congress this action
would "work to bring the energy,
the innovative spirit, the experience and the skills of each
group to bear on specific
problems.''
This proposal comes ten years
after the establishment by President Kennedy of the Peace Corps.
This effort aims at centralizing
the information and training of
volunteers according to their particular interests.
The Nixon proposal has come
under fire from many members

The Concert Choir and Chamber Ensemble of Shoreline Community College will present a concert in Hertz Recital Hall on
campus today at 4 p.m.
Under the direction of Robert
L. Metzger, the two ensembles
will perform a wide variety of
music. The 60-member Concert
Choir will sing ''Ava Maria,'' by
De Victoria; "Cantate Domino,"
by Henrich Schutz; "Te Deum

BEAUTY
SCHOOL

Give Mom the ultimate
in hair care with a
gift certifi.cate.
Permanent Wave
Includes:
* HPircut
* Shampoo & Style
on virgin hair only

NOW
$5.00
Reg. $8.5.0.

Haircut & Shampoo
& Set, Reg. $3.50 . . •
1003 K.a nekulon Wigs -

NOW
$2.50 .
$14.95

Ylhy pressureless!
ELL ENSBURY BEAUTY SCHOOL

•

Unlimited storing

•

No changes in compression,
bounce or weight when stored

•

Play longer, improves play

113 E. 4th

DAY.. RI
7:30 A.

Our readers write
Thank you
To the students who volunteered their services in the cleanup
of the Town Ditch (Ganges) and
the creek at the High Rise Dorms.
A very significant effort was
made by a number of persons
and the .results of your work is
obvious.
Again, we appreciate your contribution of labor and your positive expression of interest in the
appearance of our campus.
Yours sincerely,
Alec DeFoor
Grounds Maintenance Supervisor

Shoreline presents 'choir' concert

Mother's Day -Special

TRETO RN
THE ORIGINAL PRESSURELESS
TENN.IS BALL

of the volunteer organizations
that would be affected. There
have been charges that the new
program would harm the effectiveness of the programs.
In addition, there are fears that
budget allotments for the superagency would be much less for
individual programs than in the
past.

925-9323

Laudamus;" by Anton Bruckner;
and selections from the contemporary era. They will also present musical works on the lighter
side such as spirituals and
ballads.
The Chamber Ensemble will
feature works ranging from Bach
to contemporary Bacharach and
McKuen. Featured selections will
include: "Jesu Joy of Man's Desiring," by J.S. Bach; "Dixie,"
by Norman Luboff; "My Lord's
a Writin' all the Time," by Robert
De Cornier; and several selections of the pop field including
"Close to You," "Jean," "Midnight Cowboy," "We've Only Just
Begun" and "Oh Happy Day."

Orchesis steps
-weekend ~way
Orchesis,
Central's modern
dance club, will present its
annual spring concert "Dance
Spectrum," tonight and tomorrow.
The performances will b~gin at
8: 30 p.m. in the Threepenny
Playhouse. There is no admission
charge.
The concert has been organized
by members of the Orchesis
Dance Club under the direction
of l\'i:s. Lana Jo Sharpe, club
advidor and lecturer in dance.
This year's program will include examples of modern dance,
jazz, ballet, comedy and dance
drama.

Ellensburg Music .Fair
May 22, 1971
12 Noon to 12 Midnight
Outside at the Rodeo Grounds

y

BIG
BARDS

GROUPS
PEA E

SUPERBAND
NW ROCK'N ROLL
SHILO
CROME CYRCUS
SPEAIR BROS.
SLEEPY JOHN
STRUGGLE
Tickets available at the RANCH & ROOTIES RECORDS $2.25 presale or $3.00 at gate

.
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Walking group takes steps
to pledge money for miles
According to Gary Miller, director of the Ellensburg Walk for
Development Committee, pledges
for the walk must be arranged
this week.
May 8 and 9 have been designated as International Walk weekend by the Young World Development, the youth component
of the American Freedom from
Hunger Foundation.
Sponsors will pledge to pay
a certain amount for each mile
walked.
The money raised by the 26mile walk will go to the 5th Avenue Community Center, the
Ecuador Innoculation Program
and a small percentage will go
back into the American Freedom
from Hunger Foundation.
Among the organizations and
persons who have endorsed the

walk are ASC, Mayor Stewart
Allen, Sen. Henry M. Jackson
(D-Wash.), _Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.) and Gov. Dan
Evans.
For further information about
walking or sponsoring, contact
Kyll~ Fish at 925-5818 or Gary
Miller at 925-5210.

ASC to provide
off-campus help
Every quarter $25 of your tuition is used to pay for dorms on
campus. Off-campus students pay
this $25 and receive little in return.
As a result the ASC office is
trying to provide as many offcampus services as possible.
In an attempt to do this, the
ASC sponsored the food stamp
program in the SUB . The Tenants Union was created last fall
quarter to provide legal advice
for off-campus students with
landlord problems.
Plans have been considered for
an off-campus service building.
This building would contain a
lounge, laundry facilities, lockers
and a garage where cars could
be repaired.
In order to give all students the
same legal rights, it has been
proposed that a Cluster Board
for off-campus students be·set up.
This Cluster Board would be
made up of the junior legislator
for each off-campus district.
An off-campus Cluster Board
would review violations so that
off-campus students would be assured of the same avenues of appeal as on-campus students are.

Gary Miller
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Senate debates drug bill
by Pete DeLaunay
associate editor
A drug conspiracy bill, HB 513,
has been passed by the state
House of Representatives and
currently rests with the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
Three primary sections of the
bill are under fire by student
groups in Olympia.
First, · HB 513 "makes it a
felony for two or more persons
to conspire to _ sell, dis.tribute,
manufacture or bring narcotics
or dangerous drugs into the state.
In addition, the bill provides that
proof of cpmmission is not necessary for a conviction.''
Second, the bill ''authorizes
Jhe prosecuting attorney to grant
immunity to persons offering testimony related to an offense involving narcotics or dangerous
drugs."
Third, the bill would authorize
the police to "record private conversations when an offense related to narcotics or dangerous
drugs is involved and when consent of one of the parties to such
conversation has been obtained
utilize the recording in evidence.''
House Bill 513 would, in effect,
create an entire set of laws de-

signed specifically for the handling of drug cases. When the
three previously outlined sections
are combined, the narcotic officers in this state will be able to
have an undercover agent discuss
a purchase, tape the conversation, get immunity for the agent
from the law and make an arrest
for conspiracy even though the
transaction has not occurred.
The controversial bill was written by Representative Walt
Knowles of Spokane County.
According to Knowles, the bill is
crucial to state attempts to ge,.t
"the man on the top." The "big
dealer must be eliminated."
Knowles utilized the expertise
of Ron Kuest, director of the
Washington State Patrol Drug
Assistance Unit, as primary witness in favor of HB 513.
Kuest told the dangers involved with being a "narc" agent
and how the usage of the new
transmitter protects the "narc"
in many tense situations.
House ·Bill HB 513 . breezed
through the House with 83 in
favor and 13 opposed; three representatives were not present.
On April 20, the Senate Judiciary Committee held a hearing
concerning HB 513; fewer than
15 people attended.

Getting away
for the
weekend?
Call ahead
before
leaving.

Ell e nsburg
T e le phon e
Cornp:rny

Frank Price to
resign position
Dr. Frank Price, executive
assistant to the president at
Central, will resign June 30 to
immediately become Dean of Instruction at Green Ri ver Communitj'' College in Auburn.
Price has been a member of
the Central faculty and administration since 1965 and holds the
r:icuity rank of afisociate professor o( education. He was c!lairmw of the Department of F.;du<«H i m In l9 u-67.
n,1r;r,g the ! 967 ~18 school yea r,'
Pric»" wa~ et~soei::~te dean of graduat" f.tu 1 1e ...
Pr;ce ·•ft ~-~PHI.rd in 1968 for
dut\ as (hie of the eciu:adon
:1•V;;;;W'1, A::/'N:y 10r I.ntl'~rn; tio H.il
D .vt'ku11 en~ \llID) in 1m" f·y.

IVekd t>xtensi •ly m Ttrkt->v
P.F'J . a tv·:mc-11 or 1 w U.S.

" fr
1•1

P rk .·
Tar~m;;

s~nt

'<> Ct:ntraI,
16 years in the

seh oo-i syi::tem. He holds

a B.A. dcgtce from the University of Puget Sound and. M.Ed.
{.)!mt ...d.D . degr ees from Washingto~ Stal.e University.
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Stop in and help us celebrate 75 Years in the Same Location. Olympia Brewinc Company, Tumwater, Wash. 8 to 4:30 every day. '!<aly *®
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Summer workshop slates
~settlement sites e~cavation
A continuing study of the prehistory of Central Washington
will be conducted by students in
Central's summer quarter workshop in field and laboratory
archaeology.
The eight-week intensive
course, under the direction of
Central archaeologist Dr. William
C. Smith, will .excavate several

I

Service Without
A Service
Charge
Airline & Railroad

settlement sites concentrated
along the Johnson Creek area of
Kittitas County.
The workshop has room for a
maximum of 20 students who will
be registered for 12 credit hours
in areas such as techniques of
excavation, field recording, site
surveying, laboratory · methods
(classification and analysis of
distribution) and a seminar discussion of problems in archaeological theory. Visiting faculty
from other Northwest colleges
and universities will add their
knowledge of the total prehistory
of Washington State.
Last summer, Central's summer
workshop was helpful in gaining
a better understanding of how
man's relationship to. the environment of the Kittitas Valley
changed from thousands of years
ago to the present time. This
summer, workshop students will
investigate more of the plateau
sites, thus filling in some of the
gaps in our knowledge of the
prehistory of the area.
Applications for the summer
workshop are currently being
accepted from a wide variety of
applicants, including interested
citizens, teachers, recent high
school graduates and regularly
enrolled students. Interested persons may obtain more information by writing to Central· s
Department of Anthropology and
the museum of man.

Non-academic funds tight
College funds for non-academic
purposes sueh as landscaping,
building improvements, business
and student services are not
transferable to other areas,
according to President Brooks.
These funds are allocated into
two major college budgets: capital and operating.
The operating budget supports
the instructional, library, student
service, plant maintenance and
administrative program. The capital budget is for major and minor
improvements to buildings ancf
grounds.
Funds for major landscaping
projects for example are received
through the capital budget. These

funds cannot be cancelled or
limited after th{} funding has
been authorized.
Almost all spending must be
justified to the Office of Program
Planning and Fiscal Management
and the Legislative Budget Committee.
At the end of each fiscal year
the state auditor conducts a "performance audit" of Central' s busi- ·
ness records. This is being completed now for the July 1, 1969,
to June 30, 1970, records.
One objective of the audit is to
determine if the school is using
funds according to law and the
appropriations bills.
Budget items are justified for
certain purposes and increasingly

Class offered

it is being expected that funds
will either be ·expended as planned or returned to the state,
leaving few or no alternatives to
the spending of the allotted
monies.
According to President Brooks,
more controls are being placed
on the school each biennium and
he states that "we may be des7
tined to live under a strict 'line
item' budget, which would allow
us no alternatlves to spending
funds.
"We've been trying to fight
these restrictions for_ years, but
with the present recession, it
seems unlikely that we'll make
much progress in this area,··
Brooks added.

Ecuador su_mmer planned

The Math Department will
offer a new. three-term sequence
of elementary math courses, beginning fall quarter, to appear in
the '71-'72 catalog:
Math 130.1, Finite Mathematics I,
5 credits
Math 130.2, Finite Mathematics
II, 5 credits
Math 170, Intuitive Calculus, 5
credits
The two finite math courses
make available elementary materials and techniques that have
come into existence over the past
few years in many college and
universities.
They are especially intended
for those students from the behavioral, managerial and social
sciences who are seeking to relate math concepts, methodology
and techniques to their particular
endeavors.
A major proportion of the
material covered will be new,
rather than a rehash and expansion of high school math.
Intuitive Calculus will present
the fundame~tal concepts of both
the differential and integral calculus and emphasize their applications to the behavioral, managerial and social sciences. The
degree of mathematical sophistication for this course is more
demanding -"' than that for the
Finite Math sequence and consequently requires their satisfactory completion and/ college
algebra before it is attempted.

Central junior Rod Smith has
an exciting summer ahead of
him. The Washington State Partners of the Americas has chosen
him to teach and study in Guay a- ·
quil, Ecuador.
Smith, a pre-med student, spent
last summer in Ecuador and is
eagerly awaiting June 16, hi.s
departure date. ·
While in Ecuador he will live
and work in a private clinic. Besides having an opportunity to
get some practical medical experience, Smith . will be teaching
English to Latin American stu~
dents.
A limited number of room and
boa.r d scholarships are available

to qualifying students, according
to Clair Lilliard, executive director .of Washington State Partners
of the Americas.

Rod Smith

Parents' Weekend slated for May
A traditional Parents' Weekend
is scheduled for Central.
However this year, due to · a
drastic budget cut, the event is
being held in conjunction with
River Week May .24-29.
Brain Paxton, Parents' Weekend chairman, said, ''Events will
begin happening about May l
with the preparation of Clear- '
water Park, a new recreational
site on the Yakima River."
Paxton said that other activities, ·including a "walk for development," raft race, the Drama
Department's production of "A
Man for All Seasons'' and some
"potluck" dinners, will precede
Parents' Weekend.
"The parents are invited to

visit the campus throughout the
month," Paxton said. "We're
h<;>ping that many will come over
before hand· and join in river
activities and other events that
will be taking place.''
Paxton said that no ASC
money could be utilized for
Parents' Weekend this year because of the budget problems
that have occurred.
"I~t:s was too bad about the
ASC not funding us," he said,
"but we're still planning to have
a good time. Throughout the
· weekend there are plans to have
sales on the mall, some music
and the Drama Department has
tentatively scheduled some short
'street theater' productions," he
said.

Oxford University Press
The Oxford University Press is presenting a
·display of Oxford books in Your College
Bookstore from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on

Tuesday, May 4
Mr. Randolph Rem ing, Oxford College Representative,
Baring. Daring.
Little slips of sandals that look just as cool
·in the city as they do by the beautiful sea.
Shaped the most continental of ways and
set on a blocky bit of heel. Made in Italy and
brought home to you by American Girl.

will be present to discuss books with you and
arrange for examination copies.

•a•s

We have a ful I I ine of sandals
starting at $3. 9_5

Mundy's Family Shoe Store
Open late Friday evening

·- ~---------~-----------

963-1311

Monday - Friday

7:30 - 5 p.m.
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number of students so that overenrollment and under-enrollment
problemB will not arise so easily.
Next year the college has projected an enrollment of 7340 full
fee-paying students.

People who begin drinking a
tittle ' liquor to facilitate sexual
-arousal are likely to end up crying in their beer.

Tax exemptions
now available

That's the conclusion drawn by
Dr. Ruth Fox in the · May issue
of Sexual Behavior, a new magazine devoted to serious, authoritative information on sex.
A New York psychiatrist who
is a past medical director of the
National ·Council on Alcoholism,
Dr. Fox writes that although a
drink .or two may initially ' 'turn
on" someone sexually by reducing inhibitions, alcohol is, in fact,
a sedative and its frequent use
results in a turning off process.

Students who are part-time
workers with low annual incomes
may qualify for exemption from
withholding tax, according to
Neal S. Warren, district director
of Internal Revenue.

Certificates filed by taxpayers
in 1970 will expire April 30, 1971,
and these taxpayers should file
another certificate by May 1 if
they currently meet the qualifications, Warren said.

and (jtlmdmotb.etS
Mothers Love .
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What you should bow·about·cliamonds· .
when you know it's f()t keeps

.
Youw dreamed. abOut your
diamond engagement ring a thouund timeL · But n0w that JOU
know . it's . for keeps, it's time to
itop dreaming ua start 1eamin1
about diamonds and their value.
Became no two diamonds
ue aact1y alile, jeweten haft
adopted eXacting aiandarda to determine the relative value of each
· and every diamond in the world. -Thae ·atandalda include a dia·
:mond'a aile (cant weight), color, _ cut and duity.
·

cf.;/J wa• /,orn.

..!Jt

9;/t /r.,m

o_/ 3our

/ow~.

diamon"'

COLOR.: Fine white
are
quite rare and valued accordingly.
Other shades in relative order of
. their worth are: blue, yellow,
brown and black.

$14 - $26

SA·

$32 - $52

$36 - $48

$23 - $33

AA..-_

.CLAllITY: Determined by the absence of small impurides. A ~- .
. feet diamond has no impundes
when examined under ten power
magnification by a trained ~ye.

~~~
$27 - $37

$28 - $38

$31 - $43_

$60 - $76

$32 - $52

·~A~e
~~~

$23 - $35

.$19 - $29

$25 - $37

$18 - $30

Rings available in white or yellow gold. Price _d epending upon number of birthsones.

IUnON

.IEWEURS

4th· cil'.Mf

l!l• ·

CUT: The cut of a diamond-the
facets placed on it by a trained
cutter-brings out the gem's fire
and brilliance. Anything less than
correct cut reduces beauty, brilliance and value. ·

$9 - $19

CARAT: A diamond's size is
measured in carats. Ai adiamond
increases -in size~ its price ·win
increase even more if the quality
remains copstant. But larger dia•
monds of inferior quality may actually be 'Worth less · than smaller,
perfect diamonds.

. Your Keepsake /eweler has
a complete selection o new styles.
·He's m the Yellow Pages under
"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or ·
night long distance 800-245-6000.
In C.Oru;~•\cut, call .800-942-0655.

Keepsake•
v

lltEGISTIERIED DIAMOND RINGS

<t)

••••••-----··-------------·---•••--,.•--

I

HOW TO . PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING i
Send new 20 pg. booklet, ·"PlanninJ Your En~~ent and Wedding"
251. Ii
:' plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bnde's Book gift offer all for only· S-71

i

'==.

I

I

'

ne

wit/, a /,;,t/..t.,ne /or t/,e rttont/, eac/,
will al111·a3• reminJ I.er .

'

- · , •· Although it's im~ to _
· know· the fatta about diamonda.
·you cenainly c1on•t haft to be an
expert to c:hoOle a ~ Dia· ·
moncl lling •• ·• became lteeplUe
guarantees a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect~
ity or replacement assUred.
fa.
IDOUI lteepate certificate provides
permanent regiab:ation; trade-in
value and protection against lou
of diamondi &om the setting.

~ot/,e, :.

I.er /oveJ o"e••

(;;.,~ I.er e .rint1

JEWELERS

4th and PiN

"After a while, the drink becomes as important as the sex

RINGS for MOTHERS
(or (;"~"J ~0 1/,e,~}

Although few studies on the
effect of alcohol on women's
sexual functioning have been
made, Dr. Fox suggest that a
woman who is heavily sedated
by alcohol is not likely to enjoy
sex. In addition, she points to
some cases in which normally
staid women have become sexually promiscuous while under the
influence.

Real danger
The real danger, Dr. Fox believes, is that an insolated incident of sexual.. failure caused by
excessive drinking can lead to a

Noting that Masters and Johnson found that excessive drinking
was one of the most important
factors associated with the main
type of impotence, Dr. Fox says
that a drink before sexual rela- ·
tions is not necessarily bad, but a
real risk exists.

~

a

vicious cycle in which drinking
and sex are transferred from bedside companions into irreconcilable adversaries.

•IAMOND ltlNee

Single taxpayers with incomes
of less than $1700 for the year,
and married taxpayers filing
jointly with incomes of less than
$2300, w~ll not owe federal income tax for 1971.

o/ }ewe/".'/ c.•u/J capture

and eventually it can supplant
it," .she writes. "As the years go
by the number of drinks a person
takes has a way of creeping up.
And then one day an instance of
sexual failure prompted by too
much to drink sets off the kind
of sexual inadequacy one sees
so often."

Fears down
"It doesn't get your courage
up,;, she writes, "it gets your
fears· down. . But that down
process continues. After the first
few drinks, the basic sedative
nature of alcohol comes into
effect. It turns everything off, including eventually the capacity to
feel and perform sexually.''

Taxpayers who had no federal
income tax liability for 1970 and
anticipate none for 1971 may
file IRS Form W-4E, Withholding
Tax Exemption Certificate, with
their employers.

~ eot/,~, piece
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Liquor turns-off sex.ual arousals

New admissions standards
recently inaugurated at central
A new admissions policy has
recently been inaugurated here
at Central. It will permit students
who do not quite ni~et the
school's minimum grade point
average requirement to enroll.
The college requirement for
admission is presently a high
schc>ol g.p.a. of 2.25 or beUer.
Under . a new ruling which · has
been made by the administration,
some students who do not meet this requirement, but have g.p.a.
of. 2.0 or better and show some
kind of special aptitude, may become eligible.
Dean of Students Dr. Y.T.
Witherspoon has set up a fourman committee to review the cases of such applicants. If the
committee can determine that the
applicant has a reasonable
chance for success at the college,
he will be admitted.
The committee is comprised of
two men from the college Counseling Center and two members
of the Psychology Department.
They will work closely with Director of Admissions L.L. Bridges.
Members ·of the committee include Dr. Gregory Trujillo and ,
Carl Rickabaugh of the Counseling Center and, Dr. Frank B. Nelson and Howard B. Robinson of
the Psychology Department.
According to Vice President of
Academic Affairs, Dr. E.J. Har~
rlngton, the new program should
help the college to control the

CAMPUS CRIER -
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Non-FCC TV seeks college affiliates ·
The American Program Bureau
produced specifically for the
Television Network, the .nation's
APB-TV Network and will avoid
· only network which is not governall censorship problems by being
ed by FCC regulations, controlled · distributed on the new cassette
by sponsors or limited by protelevision medium.
gramming aimed at the lowest
Affiliation • with the APB-TV
common . denominator, is now
Network will also enable camaccepting affiliations on college · puses to choose from cassette
campuses across the country.
recordings of major rock conAmong the programs supplied
certs, underground films, top
to affiliates during the fall 1971
sports attractions, contemporary
season will be the "New Condrama and instructional prosciousness'' series, which focuses
grams. APB is curren'tly negoon the· social issues that most
tiating with several national ad-· concern today's young people.
vertisers for sponsorship of some
of these programs.
·No censorship
These program~ have all been
Campuses that pay the original

affiliation fee will · be receiving
sponsored cartridges free of
charge. Sponsorship is accepted
only after completion of the program and will have no influence
on content.
CBS/EVR system
This unrestricted programming .
is made possible by the use t~f
the new CBS/EVR video cassette
system. Pre-recorded programs
on seven-inch cartridges are
placed in Motorola Teleplayer,
about the size of a record player,
and played throµgh any ordinary
television set on.·the ~ampus.
A single Teleplayer can feed a
dozen TV sets in one location and
it can also be directly connected
to a school's closed · circuit ·video
system. The cassette programs
are owned by affiliated schools
and will form a permanent library of video information which
can be a constant reference
source. Unlike film or video tape,
the cassettes can be played more
than a thousand times with . no
deterioration of video quality.
Because of the portability and
ease of operation of the Motorola
Teleplayer, programs can be
shown at any location on campus
where there is a television set.

NBofC has an easier way
to handle your money.
.. ·.'·~:

.:.

Need more leverage to get your finances off the ground?
An NBofC checking account can help. It provides you
with a record of all your expenditures, keeps you posted
0.1_1 your balance from month to month. Ask about one.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

NOC

MEMBER F.D.l.C. • ACCOUNTS INSURED TO $20.000 EACH DEPOSITOR.

ELL EHSBURG OFFICE:

500 H. Pea.rl St.

Unlike the broadcast networks,
. tl,le .,APiB-TV l'J~Jwor}{ .. operf:ltes. under the philosophy ' that television is more than a one-way
medium and that viewers should
have a say in determining program subjects and content.
The price for campus affiliation
with the APB-TV. Network is
$3000, which includes the Teleplayer and "The New Consciousness" series of ten . fifty-minute
cassettes. Campus organizations
interested in ·obtaining affiliation
can contact The American Program Bureau, 59 Temple Place,
Boston, Mass. 02111.

Your mother loves you, no matter what.

~'I

,,

Send her a Big Hug
.
bouquet, and send it before
Sunday. Mdke Mother's Day last a
Jittle longer. Call or stop in right now.
We 'll take it from there . Delivered
almost anywhere in the ·country. A
special gift. At a special price.
For a special mother. Yours.

The Toilet Is
by Ron Sims
contributing writer
·Each day the church bells escort
another historical anecdote into the past
and St. Peter receives a tireless soldier to rest
To be remembered by those few
who sat on knee, or were nurtured
on that aged pride from unknown generations
To be eternally loved for that rustic finish
that fertile wisdom from
yesterday's tomorrows and todays
To be.pictured with time-worn hands
dreams of old, tales so new
living folklore, poetic heartbeat
To be romanticized as the unknown sophist
the forgotten prophet, the Descarte and Don Quixote
autumn leaves, babbling brooks
·
·To be always the warmest day
the new birth, the rhythmic morning sermon
a first love, incomparable ~cstasy
To be known by his wind storied face
Rembrandt eyes, Beethoven rhapsody
artistic smile, go.dly pride

'

To be a seed _of spirit ·planted
by the river of life, fate, hope
But to many a man
he was the laxy old social security nigger
cross the street.
Fluuushhhhh

Pilot will replace sequence
The field-centered experimental
education program described
in the .Feb. 19 edition of .. the
Crier is no\Y underway . in Selah,
. Bremerton and Federal Way.
The program is the pilot to a
· series of phases which will eventually replace the entire professional education sequence at
Central.
There are. a total of 26 Central
students enrolled this quarter in
the program. Dr. Art Keith,
associate professor of education
at Central, said that there are
8 students at Selah, 11 at Bremerton and 7 at Federal Way.
Keith said that the program
involves two seminars concerned
with directed learning. One of
the seminars deals with growth
and development of the individual
a.nd the other pertains to the
teaching and learning process.

The students in the program
tutor individual students, conduct
small group discussions, team
teach, direct plays and supervise
playground activities .
Exploratory experience is gained by participating students also.
They attend faculty meetings,
visit other grade levels, are introduced to new subject matter
and discover what the schools
relationship to the community is.
"The ·'central student learns
about himself and how he operates in the teaching setting,"
said Keith.
To be eligible, one must 'have
65 to 70 credits completed. The
student must not have taken
psychology 309 (human growth
and development) and must have
a serious desire to become a
teacher.
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'Southern Strategy'
at Central
by Ron Sims
contributing writer
n a realistic assessment, I believe
the administration has lent to· the deterioration of race relations on this
campus.
The administration is fully aware that
they can retreat from · racial progress by
pitting demands for racfal equality and
impact against the basic fears and
attitudes of the white majority, both on
and off campus.
Also the administration's policy is to
meagerly fund minority student-initiated
programs. The competition for these
funds can create a significant degree of
friction between ethnic groups. The
alternative is combining all funds, which
handicap all minority programs. This is
a very sophisticated type of racism,
indicative of administration politics.
The combination of these two systems
of administrative body politic has lent
to an active deterioration of racial harmony between ethnic groups and between ethnic groups and whites. The
administration is hoping that high tuition and the general economic downturn
will occupy most of student time. This
tactic- would lead to a tremendous slowdown in minority programming, setting
back demands for university and aca-

I

demic raCial justice two years.
The administration also has solicited
individuals in each ethnic group who
· are interested in their own gains at the
cost of the ethnic group they represent.
This approach is a disintegrating factor
in ethnic group cohesiveness, which
brings about some disorganization which
impedes minority progress on campus.
Often this approach is rationalized by
administrators as the funding and salarying of those minority individuals or programs whose interests are amenable to
the interests of the academic community,
which is at this time subordinating its
minority citizenry.
There are more concrete examples of·
adminstrative racial attitudes:
the
appointment of a director to the Toppenish Migrant-Indian Center who was
opposed by the Chicano Educators
Association (CHE); the administration
of the Seattle Central Area Urban
Program entirely by whites; · the
ignoring of student upheaval and disgruntlement in the program over the previous three years.
These two college extension programs
use minority and low income areas as
experimental laboratories, a type of programming which is a political and social
affront to those communities.
~

Do you know these men?
(1)

·ianpuoa iuapnis JO ueap.
'mqnds 11aer ·s ·s.11e11e
a1wapeae JO iuap1sa.1d aaµ
'uoijju1.ueu p.1eMp3 •t ·1e.1i
-uaJ JO iuap1sa.1d 's1100.1g
·sawer ·g ·siuapnis JO ueap
'uoods.1aqn.M \t ·A. ·z
·iuap1sa.1d aqi oi iueis1sse
1e1aads 'aaµd lfUl?.1.i ·1

There are no minority administrators,
no minorities in the physical plant, no
minority athletic coaches, no minority
student personnel_ staff, no affirmative
.action programs for minority employment
in college capital construction, no minorities in the . library, music department,
physical education department, industrial
education, foreign language, history,
speech, physics, geology, health, recreation, social science, business administration, economics, · journalism, etc. T.he
only department making a concerted
. effort in minority staffing has been the
: English department. The bulk of minor. ity employment is in the EOP Program
and Ethnic Studies, both of which admit
to problems with ethnic club input and
effective communication.
The adminstration has full knowledge
of thes facts, yet uses limited funding,
educational degree and disciplinary need
to hinder minority hiring of faculty, administration and campus staff. Obviously, minority groups have neither reached nominal or active participation in a
significant sector of campus life.
Administrators often feel they
approach race relations rationally and
objectively. What they fail to understand
is that they approach race relations on a
basis conducive to the interests of the
white community. This is neither a
rational or objective approach.
It is fundamentally a "go slow" or
"don't rock the boat" approach which
will not resolve the problems of minority
groups. The administration caters to the
"political wishes" of the state legislature.
This same legislature voted against
mandatory busing to achieve racial balance and to cut funds for the Urban and
Rural Disadvantage Program nearly
one-third.
The same body caters to the politic
of Kittitas and Yakima Counties. This
politic will not allow unionization of
migrant workers and they actively lobbied against minimum housing standards for migrant workers.
The priority concerns of the administration in the political field are bound
in the cloak influential forces alien to
minority groups. The question arises
whether Mississippi transplant State Sen.
Sam Guess attacks on Eastern Washington's Black Week led the President of
this college to resign on his 1 commitment
to fund Central's Minority Week.
One again may wonder if t!1e president
were concerned about minorities. in
Washington State when he actively lobbied against tuition and fee waivers for
needy students. It is obvious that he
found · the sacrificing of possible minority and needy students an exp~dient
manner to attempt to defeat the proposal.
The admi.nistra ti on' s rhetorical
approach to race relations ·has resulted
in a malign concern. It is only hoped
that some sembiance of decency will· inherit this college someday.
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Communications breakdown
between
administration, ASC
by Jim Bodine
contributing writer
-~hen asked about his copy of the
newly published "General Operating
Procedures for Bomb Threats'' written
by the Office of Student Conduct, ASC
President Tom Dudley responded by
asking, "What bomb threat procedures? I didn't know there were any."
When asked about his files containing
corre~pondence from the Office of Student Conduct, Dudley remarked flatly:
"They never send me anything."
Jack Spithill, director of the Office of
Student Conduct, claims that a copy of
the bomb threat procedures was sent to
·· Dudley. Further, Spithill claims that
Dudley receives a copy of everything
his office sends out.
Regardless of who is right, it is clear
that there is a communications breakdown between the disciplinary office
and the student government president.
Much of the responsibility to insure
that student government knows what is
happening with the administration must
lie with Dudley. His rather benign neglect of the administration will only
result in the further entrenchment of
administrators
who
security-minded
know how to dupe students with flattery
and a false belief that they are really
getting a piece of action.
This may or may not be the case. Students come and go but the administrators usu~lly stay on. Now is the time for
ASC to begin an in-depth historical
study of all of the college's administrative positions. In this manner it might
find out what the administration is
supposed to do and also what it actually does accomplish.
Dudley and his rather inept band of
lieutenants in the ASC legislature who
slide so smoothly into the establishment
already have caused student apathy to
reach a new high. When this happens,
administrators are able to trench themselves.
During this time when students are
feeling the results of a depressed economy much more than the administrators
who hover over them; this situation is
intolerable.
In the case of the Office of Student
Conduct it also is resulting in the publication of expensive, elaborately bound
regulations that seems to indicate a new
trend of administrative heavy-handness.
Spithill's bomb-threat publication (which
in itself implies that all is not well),
, is only three pages long yet is bound
with expensive blue covers and a ring
backing.
Spithill defends the publication because it makes the regulation easier to
see and to read. He elaborated on his
concern for the superficial by stating
that you must develop brochures that
people will read. (Even the blue cover
of the bomb-threat regulation was
chosen for its attractiveness.)
It is imperative that student legislators be able to penetrate such facades.
When ASC does not even know what
~ our administrators are doing, how can
they know how much money is being

W.7

spent? Real change is not concerned
with the cover but the matter within.
Efforts that result in responsible
change and the perpetuation of academic freedoms will , not come about
under an administration more concerned
with manipulating its faculty and students in a behavioral fashion than in
providing real leadership.
Real leadership involves ideas-not
titles. Ideas from the faculty, not the
technicians schooled only in keeping
order. How many student legislators
will laud Spithill's recent move to
change the name of the Office of Student Conduct to the Office of Student
Rights and Responsibilities without
bothering to ask why the office exists
in the first place?
Yet this is exactly the move that Spithill is currently making. He contends
that it will get rid of the negative connotations. He is also proposing an investigation that would result in the
establishment of a Court of Academic
Appeals in his office. The necessity of
such an innovation is not the issue here.
More pertinent to this discussion is
whether or not an academic grievance
committee belongs in the office also
responsible for student discipline. Students should begin to question the
ulterior reasons for changes that the administration makes.
Let us consider this question in regard
to the Office of Student Conduct. The
office position itself is new this year.
Prior to this year Spithill was an assistant to the dean of students in relatively
the same capacity that he is in now.
However, now he has his own office,
secretary and title. Furthermore he is
proposing to enlarge both his . function
and responsibilities at the same time he
changes the name of his office.
Of course what is happening is that
like so many other adininistrators, Spithill is becoming necessary. Some students won't be returning to Central in
the fall because of tuition hikes, but the
Office of Student Conduct-or a related
program under a different name-will be.
Spithill says that budget limitations
should not affect his office a great deal,
although he states that they will have to
economize like everyone else.
The problem of assessing the college
administration is that besides the tendency toward blandness, most of the administrators are really nice people. They
don't understand the students or faculty
but this does not make them evil.
Spithill, for instance, likes students.
He is a physical education major who
"got into psych" during graduate school.
He cannot be blamed any ·more than
other administrators who see the college
as an industry who products are molded
in a Skinner box.
Students-and faculty-cannot be so
neatly manipulated by the technically
sane and reasonable rules that pour out
of Barge Hall with such consistency.
Students are too complex and should
resist efforts that attempt to choke them.
The promulgation of bomb threat
regulations where no bombs-or even

classroom disruptions-have ever existed
is a form of pollution that results in a
timid college.
Spithill thinks it is a good idea to tell
professors how they should handle disrupting situations in their classrooms
although he cannot explicitly define what
disrupting situations are. He is not
worried about Central students disrupting classes but expresses a concern over
outside agitators coming in and causing
trouble.
His assessment of the situation seems
to be an indirect indictment of Central
students. Even during the events of last
spring there was no outside agitation,
although the Seattle Seven-or is it the
Seattle Six-did appear for a matinee
performance.
The point being, of course, is that
Central students, whether good vr bad,
are already timid. They can be led.
The responsibility of how students are
being led has traditionally fallen on ASC.
It has finally become observable through
student apathy that ASC is not up to the
responsibility. Not only is ASC ignorant
of the administration, they do not even
know their own role.
Maybe it is time for the students to
sever their alliance with the administration and become the administration's
watch-dog.
This would tend to re-align the students with the faculty where they really
belong anyway. Administrators are technicians by training and should not wield
powers for which they are not capable.
If ASC is doing its job properly, the ASC
president should know about bomb
threat procedures and other pending
action being taken by the administration.
President Dudley is paid to work for
the students-not the administration.
Jack Spithill works for President James
Brooks, not the student. His job is discipline-under any title you might
choose to call it.
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Budget shakes
administration's
philosophy
'

by Wm. Whiting
TY/
staff writer
With the_ State Legislature in
session drawing to a close, probably
within the next two weeks, proposed
budget cuts likely will become a realitya reality felt heavily in the area of academic affairs.
The reduction from Central's requested budget is expected to be more than
$21 million. All planning for new
courses, new faculty, new programs and
new equipment has been frozen. Slashes
in these areas are being planned that
could result in a total disembowelment
of relevant education.
The weight of the proposed raw budget rests on the faculty and the relevant
courses they execute.
With the legislature's action, or rather
inaction, staffing for instruction will be
reduced 72112 per cent from the existent
75 per cent faculty capacity.
President Brooks, in a letter to the administration and faculty, said, "It
appears that we will not be able to
maintain all the services to faculty and
students that we currently provide. As
we maintain faculty employment and
services that are critical to the instructional program, we will make some cuts
in other areas."
No matter what good intentions the
administration have, the fact is that
there will be little money transferred ·to
instruction.
There will be no hiring of the type of
instructors who, by coming to Central,
bring new and comtemporary ideas. The
experimental areas of education will be
ignored.
Instructors who come here on a oneyear contract basis to filling vacancies
will not be retained no matter how
much they contribute to the student's
educational experience.
The most vivid example of this arises
in the case of the English Department.

The department acquired Assistant Professor Donald Zimba list who is a sucGessful writer, turned educator. Zimbalist came here on a year contract,
although he states, "I was assured that
this would not be just a year's position"
by the English Department.
He presents a new course, entitled
Studies in Cinema and Literature, that
continually draws more students than
the assigned number.
Very few traditional courses bring in
more than the assigned students. The
implication is that the proposed budget
cuts are forcing students into a humdrum academic life.
Questions arise: What is the administration doing to make education relevant and interesting under the proposed
budget cuts? With other colleges and
universities presenting courses relevant
to the student interests, where will
Central be if all new and contemporary
courses are weakened by the new
budget?
Vice President of Academic Affairs,
Dr. Edward J. Harrington, has been
given the task of making a policy which
will reduce the faculty. He has frozen
hiring for vacancies created by faculty
members who have resigned or are retiring. This policy will open approximately 12 positions.
There are two criticisms of this policy.
First, Harrington is totally responsible
for the policy. Second, the policy is ·not
·selective in elimination of personnel who
perform no relevant function.
The fact that the policy originated
from the Office of Academic Affairs indicates a lack of consideration for the
faculty and their opinions. The policy
can be considered a mandate and academic interests and priorities fall by
the wayside.
The elimination of personnel by a nonselective process could bring undue
pressure on certain departments. If the

12 vacancies were isolated to only
several departme!_lts, an undue pressure
would result on the faculty of the respective departments, forcing them back into the dark ages of education.
However, at the present, there is no
indication that any one department is
being damaged by Harrington' s policy.
If this policy is effected and it becomes
a precedence in the future, a whole
area of study could be cut down to bare
essentials.
An inequality may result, for example:
Minority studies may become static or
totally nonexistent; whereas the sciences
could become "fat."
President Brooks said, "We've got to
improve. The college must count on
attracting good students by~ outstanding
academic programs as well as qualified
faculty who are anxious to serve
students."
He goes further and states that the
college can and must make adjustments
under the proposed budget and forge
ahead in a new direction.
However under the present policy of
curtailing hiring of new faculty and a
possible revamping of the sabbatical
leave program, the idea of forging a new
direction is unlikely.
With job insecurity, salary freezes, old
courses and no voice in policy making,
the remaining faculty can not be expected to attempt making education more
relevant. _T heir bands are tied.
The only courses offered will ·be traditional-presented by instructors forced
into a traditional mold-creating traditional graduates.
Unless priorities are shifted from the
traditional to the relevant, Central will
become an expensive four-year junior
college.

·----------------------.-What lurks behind these walls?_.._ _____________________ ,

Mitchell Hall

Physical Plant

Peterson Hall

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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State legislature stymies administration, students
by Thom Cooper
· magazine editor
rr
. . . . of operatmg
. . a col-.
Lhe respons1b1hty
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· ·
lege or umvers1ty is a very difficult
one
· left up to one segment
·of
This task is
·
·
the many fact10ns m the college com· takes a demandmg
·
munity The JOb
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· . stable college admm1strat1on.
· ·
·
emotionally
·
· b d
To say there is such a governmg 0 Y
at Central wou.Id be ~ gross error on my
part for ?nly tI~e will .t~ll th~ results of
the working 9f this a~m1mstrat1?n.
There are certam value Judgments
that. c.an b~ ~ade ab?ut the way the
~dmm1strat10!1 is affectmg our f~ture., It
is very. possible to. say, . at . th1~ pomt,
many higher educat10nal mstitutI?ns are
grumbling under the heavy weight of
· administrative rule because. th~ men . in
charge have lost commumcat10n with
the facl!lt¥, the students, the staff and
. .
the reahstic world.. .
The college admm1strator who sits 11.1
the ivory. tower is but an e~tension of all
the theor1e~ he has been given and ~an, not deal with t~e rest ?f the world m a
manner that will benefit the whole academic community.
With this thought in mind, I feel the
Central administration lives i~ Barge
Hall and very seldom gets out mto and
away from Ellensburg unless it is for an
academic conference. Many of the ad·
ministrators do not seek the view of students in a positive way, but rely upon
the "student representative" to let him
know the supposed mood of the general
student body.
It wouldn't hurt the administration to
walk out on this campus and ask stu· dents what they are thinking. Better yet,
why not have a meeting in the SUB pit

·

·

college administration. T~ese men, as
well as .thos~ .at all Washm~ton colleges
andt umvers1ties,
the
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Swayze
Bl 'd om
. k ope
f 1an 1·t·an I gour
. own
tu e soe JOC y or po 1 ica ams, we
have suffered from their lack of responsibility to their constituents. The real
tragedy of their back-room politics is
that these men will come to us in '72 and
ask to be re-elected or elected to new
offices and we will do it.
In a couple of weeks, the college will
receive its mutilated budget from the
Olympian gods and will work with it.
Our tuition will be increased by the
Olympian gods · and we -will allow it
without protest. The Washington State
Legislature is destroying public education slowly but surely and the administration on all the campuses in this state
is allowing it to happen.
The poor join the army and the rich
go to college. Is this what the Legislature and the administration · of this colIege wa.nt? If so, they are succeeding.
If they wonder why students are either
apathetic or activists, they shou~d look
at the fine examples they have g1v~n us
to follow.
Let us have an effective college where
everybody in the college community is
participating on all levels to achieve a
balance of knowledge for all.
I don't believe that is asking too much
from our administration. I would ask the
same of the "gentleman" in Olympia, but
at the present time they are too involved
with the politics of '72 to worry about
the common people.

and fot the students hear from James
Brooks or one of his many assistants as
. happenmg
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many students have a bout th'is a dmm1stration
··
·
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.
The ad~m1stration m1~ht fmd itself
und~rstandmg. studen~s mstead of acceptu;ig the distorted ideas some people
on this campu~ have about th~ ab1hty of
students to thmk and act ratIO!l~lly. As
far as I am concerned,. an.y admm1stra~or
at Central who .feel.s his JOb does not melude com!Ilun~catmg. to the stu~ents
should be fired rmmed1ately. There is no
!1ee.d. for this narro~-mind~~ type of
md1v1dual to be earnm~ a. hvm~ where
thought and comm~mcation is very
m_uch part of the lear~mg p.rocess.
. I should say at this pomt, I am not
anti- or pro-administr~tion o~ . this
campus. I am for effective admm1str~tion. Every day, the top men make dec1sions that effect us all, yet we do not
know about them until after the .ideas
have been turned into policy. And if the
administration at. Ce~~ral feels t~e "stuare tellmg the
dent representatives
student body, they have truly lost communication with the people they despotically govern.
For the past two months, the students
and faculty have waited on pins and
needles to determine what the budget
will be for next year. Many students and
faculty members have blamed the administration for this indecision of new
programs and hiring for next year. This
problem is not entirely the fault of the
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Brun·o· c·iteS ·environmental.goal ·.

'"Education, parti~ularly enviroI'lmental education, is our goal/~ ·
said State Superintendent of .
Public Instruction Louis Bruno. ''
"Rather than providing a play-

grdund, a recreational facility, a
· Dr. ·. Donald Schliesman, · asso.park or a campground, the goal
ci~te df!an of educ<:ttion at Ceil- .
at ,Ciipus is education;:il."
tral,_ .said . that the Washington
This goal mentione<l by Bruno
State ·:' ;Legislature appropriatedf ·
many Americans.
In the keynote address to 'the
is being put to work by seven
$90,000' foi:-.... tnis year's program
'.(his tendency would be harmCentral Spring Business Sympo~
Central students in .the form of
at the qspus center.
ful because the environmental
sium, Oliver C. Boileau of the
·becoming ·involved in ;the develop.4ccording to · Schliesman, four
concern movemeht has been the
Boeing Co., ha~ charged that
ment of a program of environCentral faculty members are
there . is a ; "fever\sh national. "healthiest · influence on America
mental studies for Central.
.assisting . the seven Central stuin history," said Wyatt. ,
· push. to identify problems without
dents ·· free of charge. These
The seven Central students are
In ; many cases, said Wyatt,
an equal push for solution."
Frank Beauchamp~ an honors pro-facult,Y memp~rs are: Dr. Phil
the ·environmentalists have "lost
Boileau, the group vice presigram student; Kevin , Gre~n;
Dumas, chairman of biological
sight of their key motivating
dent for aerospace, delivered his
Marsha Keizer and Jenny Monscience department; Dr. Don
principles.''
address at the start of the distooth, all art students; -Da'cyl
Ring~, associate professor o(
During the debate over the air- •
cussion between state and local
Kooley, a so.cial science student:.
g~ology; Otto _Jakubek,. a~soei· business leaders on tJ:ie topic:
. craft's funding, Wyatt said that . . . n.
Marty Riggleman, a . speecfl..anci
ate ~professor- of geography; and
the envir.oRment movement tend,
"Industrial Growth · and the Qualdrama student; and Dan Fe.rt!; <l
Jeb Baldi, assistant director of
ed to play fast and loose with
Conflict or
ity of Life·
r~creation
'
student.
All
·
of
them
.
condnµing educat'ion ·and i,nstrucby Terry Zeutenhorst
the facts."
·
Resolution."
are residing at the l~;;icre, 17tion.
contributing
writer
.~· '
Because of these activities of
In his speech, Boileau said that
building co~plex ~known. ,flS the
the movement, many people are
Draft information reaches ~ few · Cispus Environmental Eduoation
the technological capabilities of
losing 'faith in the credibility of people in the Ellensburg area.
the aerospace indµstry could be
Center.
··
Women's Libetation will meet
the environmentalist movement.
How many people know that
applied. to the solution of the
every · Tuesday at' · 7: 30. in SUB
The center "i~ located in the
Herb Legg cpunsels in the Burproblems of the country.
210. Anyom~· with questions or reGifford Pinchot Na'fianal, Forest
ger Bar ori Monday nights? Or
Unfortunately, said Boileau,
ports of discrimination can call
in eastern Lewis County, 12 miles
that you can contact Dean Wjse
these capabilities are not being
925-2250.
south of Randle, Wash.
used for the problems.
for counseling or .referrals?
"The sad truth is that right
I'll ' r~ise a few questions renow there is no real mechanism
garding an individual's place . in
for bringing these ,capabilities ___to
society.
Filing is now open for two
bear on these tasks. We are a
What is my responsibility to
group of well-disciplined, highly +Faculty Senate seats currently
this society? Am I obligated .to
motivated trobJ) waiting for some~ ' available. The filing will close
serve time 'in the military, or is
on May 4 with the finar election
· one to lead us. ~ ·
my time ·'of more value elsewhere
306 N. Pearl 962-2830
Boileau pointed to Congress as . slated for May 12.
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Proposals help 'stance
of education' - Brooks
Last week President Brooks
sent out a directive to all department chairmen asking that
they submit any "innovative or
experimental" proposals that
they ·feel will help the "stance of
higher education in society."
The propo_sals were submitted
to a committee composed of
President's Council, some members of Faculty Senate and a representative of ASC.
Sherry Bockelie, ASC representative, said the meeting was,
for the most part, ''a rubber
stamp designed for programs.''
Most of the proposals, she said,
were submitted by departments
and few were presented by students. "Students are encouraged
to write their own proposals for
the committee," she said.
"The comn\ittee is not a rubber
stamp," contends Anthony

'Man for All Seasons' opens

Canedo, director of the 'innovative studies' effort.
"We get a proposal, hear it
and decide whether or not we
support it. If we do, it goes to
the All-College Curriculum Committee and then on to the Faculty
Senate for final validation."
The purpose of the committee,
he said, is to stimulate student
and faculty interest in proposals.
Canedo said no one proposal
has precedent over another.
''The proposals are to be turned in to my desk before the
regularly
scheduled
Monday
meeting," he' said. "The proposal, which should be neatly
typed and turned in -1ong before
each meeting, is evaluated by
the committee in accordance with
the time it was turned in. They
are numbered on the agenda in
that way," he said.

VERN'S ECONOMY STATION
BRAND GASOLIN.E

We

~re

now completelJ

SEL-F-SERVICE 1Drive in .and try our new
SELF-SE-R V PUMPS
and check our

NEW LOWER PRICES
Open 'til Midnight 7 days a Week
All Credit Cards Accepted
West Cascade Way

Photo by Rie-ber

Pictured above are three members of the cast of Central's production of the play The Man for All
Seasons. Pictured are, from left to right, are Candler Farone, a Spanish ambassador; Oscar Cady as
King Henry XIII, and Roger Sullivan as Sir Thomas More. The show will be presented starting Thursday at 8: 00 p.m.

Tuition disappears into various locations
Have you ever wondered where
your tuition money is going, how
it is being spent? To answer thi~
question, the Crier contacted
Dale Widner, SUB accountant.
Of the $120 a quarter a person
pays, $22 is extracted and put
into the joint student fees budget.
The rest goes for teachers' salaries, building costs, etc.
The real nitty-gritty begins with
the breakdown of the joint student fees budget, according to
Widner.
Thirty-six per cent is initially
taken payment for the bond issues
(which includes the SUB) and the

Spring
Down to
JERROL'S

ASC executives salaries. l<'rom
the remainder, 39 percent goes
into the long range budget, which
is made up of the athletic department, MIA, drama, music,

forensics and the Fine Arts Department. Thirty percent goes for
SUB maintenance, which would
include the game room, snack
bar and the cafeteria. The remainder is used as a reserve
emergency fund to cover any unforseen expenditures.
Widner stated that ASC has a
better system of control over the
money that will b~ spent.
A three-man panel, headed by
Denny Temple, will determine
the way the money is spent and
will have the power to cut off
spending anytime it is felt necessary, Widner said;
Next year's entertainment program will be run to incur little or
no · loss. All groups will be contracted to rece.ive a basic $500
from ASC and take in all profits ···
up to $5000. Any other profits
will go to the ASC.

Drive slated

A spring quarter blood drive is
slated for next month, with
donations going to the college
blood pool.
The blood drive, sponsored by
the ASC, the B-4 and Lecture
Notes, Inc., will be held in the
SUB · Small Ballroom from
10 a.m.-2 p.m. May 4.
While donations generally are
put into the college blood pool,
requests may be made for specific recipients. In this case, a
certificate can be given entitling
the donor to draw from any
blood bank in the county.

When it's time to relax,
enjoy the music of ...

Don Trube

for Sun-gear
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~

Suntan Lotions, Sprays, Butters &
Baby Oil
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*
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11 llHIH ..." depart••••
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e
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Scholar foresees foreign policy change

Special actions taken to
attract soldiers to school
American colleges and universities are taking special actions
to attract America's returning
servicemen-whether or not they
have a high school diploma.
More than 650,000 veterans
are in colleges under the GI Bill,
according to Donald E. Johnson,
administrator of veterans affairs
in Washington, D.C., who said
the total will increase in the
years ahead.
Perhaps one of the most encouraging approaches in educating returning servicemen is
occurring at the University of
Massachusetts which believes that
maturity developed in military
service provides men and women
with additional motivation to
achieve success.
At Duquesne University in Pittsburgh an open-door policy for
Vietnam veterans, inaugurated
last fall, permits any ex-GI with
a high school diploma, or its
equivalent to be admitted no
matter how poor his college
boards or previous academic
record. About 127 were admitted
in September 1970 under the new
policy.
A univ·e rsity spokesman said
that 92 per cent completed the
fall term and 73 per cent of these
veterans achieved a ·c average
or better.
Among other college and universities who have reported making special efforts to attract exGls are the University of Detroit
and Wayne State University, both
in Michigan, Webster College in

CAMPUS CRIER -

Missouri and the University of
California.
Johnson said, "Colleges once
again realize that returning servjcemen have maturity and selfdiscipline which, in many instances, has a stablizing effect
on other students. I hope that
more and more of the nation's
colleges and universities will follow this growing trend to make
special provisions for Vietnan;i
veterans, who otherwise may
never reach college. "

·chess tourney
slated in SUB
Saturday
Tomorrow the Ellensburg Open
Chess Tournament will be held
in SUB 208 from 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
It will be a fou·r-round Swiss
tournament with a time control
of 40 moves per hour.
Spectators are admitted free.
The entry fees for participants
are $3 for open section and $1
for those 18 and under.
All competitors must have membership with the Washington
Chess Federation. For those not
presently members, membership
may be obtained at the tournament.
Washington Chess Federation
President, Russell Miller will direct the tournament.
C~ sh prizes and United States
Ches.c.; Federation memberships
will be awarded to tournament
winners.

If the United States is to avoid
future involvements in foreign
countries, American foreign policy will have to be changed, Dr.
Usha Mahajani, professor, of
political science, said Wednesday at a Curbstone talk.
Dr. Mahajani outlined briefly
the history of Vietnam and its
struggle for independence over
the past 2000 years. The role
that American presidents played
in the present U,S. involvement
also was discussed.
President Truman made the
decision to support the reconquest of Indochina by the French
rather than support Ho Chi Minh
and other nationalists in their
efforts to achieve independence,
she said.
Truman, she claimed, also
established Ngo Diem as a counterbalance to Minh the communist leader. By 1954 Diem had
created enough support in the
U.S. to gain acceptance as
prime minister of South Vietnam.
President Eisenhower could
have avoided further entanglement in Vietnam by accepting
the Geneva Convention which
called for a free election to

determine the leadership in both
southern and northern zones, she
said.
Instead, the U.S. Government
said that they were not a party
to the convention and would not
support the election, Dr.
Mahajani said.
Once military support for Viet-

The Contact Lens
Wearers Solution to

·COMFORT

~~
~
~
~

· Rush to the dance

~~~~~~~~~

On May 5, after having completed a tour in California with
the ''Carpenters,'' Merrillee and
the Turnabouts will appear at
Central from 9 p.m.-midnight in
the SUB ballroom. Admission is

~

~~~~~~~-~

~

City

State

Zip

~

~~~~~~~~w~~~~~~~~~~

$1.

MR. DEALER: Micon Laboratories, Inc., Wauconda, Ill. 60084

Merrillee was nominated for a
"Grammy" award while in
California.

will redeem this 25¢ coupon plus postage. Coupon void where
prohibited by law, taxed or otherwise restricted.

THllllll~A

LOT T0110
IM CAMAllA THI~

~-··--·

Vi sit some of the most exciting cities in North America-Calgary,
Edmonton, Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal. And more . • .
don't you just love it . . . chick-a-boom. It's all waiting for you
aboard CP Air from Vancouver, B. C. Let us toke you under our wing
for an unforgettable Canadian vacation. (And if you dig Mexico, CP Air
will iet you there and Central Washinaton State Collene has a c;ourse
of studies during the 1971-72 academic year for real live credits. For
more information, contact CWSC Office of International Programs.)

CPAiT~
Canadian Pactf1c

nam was established with a $2.6
billion grant given to France
and later another $2 billion given
to Diem, the commitment by
President Kennedy of ground
troops and the expansion of
ground troops by President
Johnson was easy to follow, she
said.

~

CP Air, 1315 4th Ave., Seattle, Wa. 98101. Phone MA 2-6567.
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Children misunderstand Bibl
by Chuck Elven
campus minister
Every now and then I hear
things that really get to me.
Probably nothing is quite so
painful as being misunderstood
or having your work misunderstood.
But then that's what stereotypes do to ya'.
Guess it's much easier to put
someone or something in a box,
label it and dismiss it, to at least
be in control of it. Enough
generalities.
Last January when the Religious
Activities Board was asking you
to fill out their referendum, I
met a fellow who said, "That
religion Bible stuff is far out. I
just can't buy it, man it's toowell, when you get people pushing. the Creation in seven days
or six or whatever, I mean, man,
just no way.''

As most of us know, a lot of
folk have their favorite labeling
cast-off devices. For some it's
the literal ball-point pen theory
of scripture as described above.
For some it's the division of
churches known as denominationalism.
This leads me to another
quote. A gal last fall told me
her feelings about where she was
in her religious pilgrimage.
She said, "I was a part of a
rather far-out segment of the
Jesus People Movement last
year. I was really caught up in ..
the thing. I got a lot of people
involved and committed to the
thing and now I feel guilty about
it, about all those people I pushed
in that direction.
"Now I've dropped out, it just
was not meeting my needs. I still
believe in God but. this Jesus
thing you know, the Christ bit?
I just can't buy it, at least not

THE RANCH
GENERAL DELIVERY
from Spokane
Wednesday, May 5 and Friday, May 7
Don't Miss SHILO Tonight!

• FR ID AY NIT E - Pitchers s100 and
25~ cover charge for GIRLS
• SUN DAY - FREE Pool and Wine Flips
for 25~, 2 p.m. - 12 Midnight

Kegs to go '15.50
RANCH RIVER T-Shirts are inl

% mile east of campus on old Vantage Hiway

Mother's Day GIFTS

the way it's been spoon fed to
me."
People are at different places
in their lives. What bothers me
is that some folks, like the guy
with the literal 24-hours-a-day

Chuck Elven
7-days-a-week theory of creation,
have never moved on to give the
Genesis account any meaning.
It's sad that no history is explored, no Hebrew interpretation
is given, no explanation. And so
what is the result? Persons give
up, bail out because of an interpretation seen through the eyes
of a child (perhaps an understanding derived in a first grade
Sunday school class).
Perhaps some of you caught
the channel 9 program about a
month ago entitled, "Will Atheism
Be the Religion of the Future" in
which Madalyn Murray O'Hair
and a Methodist minister from
Washington, D.C., debated the
topic. The discussion was most
enlightening.
However, the point I wish to
make is that the attempt to
dialogue was most difficult in
that Mrs. O'Hair kept insisting
that her definition of the Christian religion was the correct one,
one that she could retain a high
degree of disgust for.
What she was referring to was
a form of doctrine and dogma
that the - Methodist minister and
huge segments of Christendom
have moved far far away from,
or never had accepted or embraced.
The result is that the stereotypes of Mrs. O'Hair were so
rigid and boxed that little dialogue could take place. In respect
to the lady, I found much of what
she defined as her religion very
much a part of my own definition
of the Christian life style.
Again, part of the trouble is

in the definition, the understanding. It se~ms to me that one of
the problems lies in the knowledge and understanding of the
universe as 20th century man bas
come to know it and the 19th
century concepts of life-religion
that are still being taught.
It's like trying to live life with
two sets of beliefs. That's called
schizophrenia!
There must be a way to get the
two together. What you believe
to be true about your world and
your religious beliefs and understandings must become one,_ in
phase. One needs to get it together. Become whole, or better
yet, be becoming whole.
As a result of the favorable
response given to the idea of
religious courses for credit on
campus, Central is offering 1-wo
such courses this quarter.
qne is the history of · Israel.

stuff'
After one of these class periods
one of my friends came by and
was very excited.
He said, "What a fantastic ·
class today; it took care of one
of my hangups. You know, I
don't have to make that 24-hourday creation story drive me up
the wall anymore. We learned
today that the Hebrew meaning
for the word 'day' is a 'a period
of time, an age,' who knows,
maybe millions or billions of
years.
"And besides that, it's a story
that has meaning, a beautiful
story of how the Hebrews pic· tured the beginning of time,
space and the earth. It's a new·
world and it makes sense."
It helps to get it together. It's
a process of becoming. Let's hope
we can move past our early
childhood concepts and imagery
that so often hang us up.

'Frog mag seeks vvriters
by Ray Watts
managing editor
Bullfrog Information Service, a
newly founded general information monthly publication, is looking for writers.
The magazine, which will be
circulated within the Pacmc
Northwest beginning June 1, will
emphasize the " alternate c: mmunity," according to distribution
manager Tom Turner.
"We will avoid confronta lOn
politics and rhetoric and be
more immediatly concerned ~ ith
alternate life-styles," said Turm•r.
Turner told the Crier that Bullfrog should prove to be a v i~ble
vehicle to revolutionary chc; '1ge
because of its ability to "B r~.'ge
the gaps between the hip ::md
straight societies-to appeal to a
very wide spectrum."
Included in the magazine 's
contents will be articles dealing
with nearly every aspect of living,
such as communal life, food preparation, movie and record reviews and features touching on
· such subjects as the Sasqu? .ch
and the lost continent of Moo :>ff
the coast of Mexico.
"We are particularly intere~i.ed
in articles dealing with !~fe
styles, community living, politic,
history, travel, hurrior and sa ' •re
and we are also looking :or
graphic statements, visual run,
cartoons and cover art suite ;de
for offset publication," Tur :er
said.

Bullfrog format will be along
the lines of some of the more
popular "establishment" periodiCqls, and readers of Time and
Newsweek should feel right at
home with the physical appearance of BIS.
Bullfrog Information Service
offers $5-$10 for a short poem,
and will pay up to $50 for an
article or piece of fiction around
1500-5000 words. Their only criteria are quality, suitability and
a stamped, self-addressed envelope. The editors will pay upon
publication and will even arrange
copyright agreements on an individual basis.
The magazine will be published in Eugene, Ore., and will
be distributed throughout Northern California, Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, Idaho
and Montana.
Provincial Press of Spokane
will be the chief distributor for
Idaho and Eastern Washington.
One of the main attractions of
Bullfrog will be a comprehensive
calepdar of Northwest events,
which will list activities within
nearly every locale, including
rock festivals and other social
and political happenings.
Turner asked that all submissions be addressed to: Bullfrog
Information Service, P.O. Box 895,
Eugene, Ore. 97401.
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Refuse covers SUB
by Lewanna Robertson
staff writer

flowing ashtrays and spilled coffee on the furniture.

burger wrappers, paper napkins
and used cups.

It is not uncommon to see cups
laying on the SUB carpet, over-

The tables in the Burger Bar
are usually covered with ham-

Students seem to be getting
messier every year, according to
custodians and students employed by the SUB. The fact is,
$86,000 is being spent this year
because of "student messiness."

Free legal aid offered
by Kittitas Bar
A free legal aid program to
assist those who are financially
handicapped has been established
here in Ellensburg. The program
consists of 12 lawyers who will
alternate every week to give free
legal advice to those who otherwise would not be able to afford
it.
One attorney will be on duty
to assist in legal advice in the
County Court House Library
every Tuesday afternoon from 1-4.
Eligibility to obtain legal aid
will be based on annual income.
For a single person annual earnings of $1900 is the maximum
amount_ that the individual can
earn and still be able to receive
aid.
Under the new program farmers will be served under different
aid.

Bonnie Baker, Kamola freshman, works at the Burger Bar
and agrees the situation is
"really bad."

Both rates are raised with the
number of people in the family.
For a non-farm family of two,
$2500 is the maximum amount of
money that can be earned and
still receive aid.
All applicants meeting the inrequirements
will
be
come
accepted except in these cases:
1. Criminal cases in Superior
Court.
2. Divorce proceedings, except
those ~hich involve the welfare
of a minor or where a risk of
physical danger is involved.
3. Fee generating cases. That is,
cases such as a lawsuit where the
lawyer would obtain a fee by
winning the case.
For further information contact
the Kittitas County Action Council in Ellensburg or the Community Center in Cle Elum.

"Students leave cups, plates
and napkins on the tables because they figure that's what the
girls are paid for," she said.
"Kids will _ write their math,
engrave their initials and put out
their cigarettes on the tables."

Sell people
When the medical problems of
the area are identified, begin by
preparing to cope with the most
prevalent first. Do this by finding
sympathetic doctors, nurses, medical school people and concerned
volunteers. Locate a place. Get
an idea about how mush it will
cost, then go out to find backers.
The building will "sell" people.
The local school board may be
helpful in procuring quarters if
convinced the clinic will benefit
students.
Next, prepare a list of medical
facilities already in existence,
complete with their hours and
services. Personal contacts should
be made with hospitals and ambulance services.

0

Wheeler is the SUB handyman
and does "nearly everything."
Wheeler said that they used to
put signs around the SUB asking
people to throw away their trash
but it didn't work so they quit.
Bob Jones, off-campus junior,
works in the games room and
says that cigarettes are tpe worst
problem.
''People ignore the ashtrays on
the pool tables and drop their
cigarettes on the floor." he
said.
Jones feels that the "No-foodin-games-room-rule"
definitely
helps the litter problem there.
The cost of SUB maintenance
this year, budgeted by the Joint
Student Fees, is $25,000 more
than last year's budget of $61,000.
This cost covers janitorial
wages and maintenance and repair. The janitorial crew for the
SUB consists of 10 people. One
janitor works daily, three work
all night and seven students work
two hours a night.
Dick Rosage, night custodian,
pointed out that because of the
increased litter problem, the
SUB carpet had to be cleaned
twice this year instead of the
usual once during summer vacation. Rosage said that if students
were to pick up after themselves
more often, it would cost students less in the long run.

Regulators
Finally, don't forget to check
on local legal regulations pertaining to fire safety, health and
building occupancy. You may
not be able to comply with all
these regulations, but you should
at least know them.
Once the clinic is running and
winning the community's trust,
help should come from unexpected quarters and the clinic will
mushroom. Many who were treated free may give decorating service in return and some will
stay to be trained and later
serve as volunteers.

The Home Economic class in
Adult Education is offering programs in Child Development and
Time and Money Management
which will continue for five
weeks, beginning on April 26.
The Child Development series
entitled "Watching Scotty Grow"
will be presented on Monday
nights from 7-8: 15 in room 223
of the Home Economic building.
Travel time is the first topic to
be presented Monday. Senior
home economic students will discuss ways in which parents traveling with small children can arrive at their destination ready to
enjoy their vacation, instead of

recouperating from the trip.
The following lessons will comprise "Rainy Day Ideas" on May
3, "Children's Play is Work" on
May 10, "Food as Children See
It" on May 17, and on May 24,
"Lumps and Bumps."
''All in a Days Work'' on Time
and Money Management will begin at 7: 30-9: 00 in room 223,
April 27. The· topic for discussion
will be "Guidance and Direction
for the Wayward $." "Time to
Spare" will be discussed on May
4, "Good Foods for Less" on May
11, "Cutting Clothing Cost and
Care" on May 18 and on May 25,
"Scrounging Around the House."

earrings,
pierced*
$15.00
Mother's Pin
$10.00

pendant with chain
$10.00

~

Please any parent with this colorful reminder of beloved
children or grandchildren. Bright simulated birthstones
(one to six) custom-set in fine quality jewelry to your taste.
Fathers, mothers, grandparents will wear them proudly.
Gift boxed.

J & J JEWELERS
in the Plaza

Ecumenical Film Series

Chroinophobia''

Uses animation to present the dilemma of a society caught
in a militaristic dictatorship, and to show the eventual
victory of its free spirit.
.

"Place in the Sun"
Uses animation to satori ze two figures competing for fame
and immortality, noting human foibles as they win or lose.

. COMPLIMENT ARY

Tuesday, May 4 at 8 p.m. - SUB 206
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Home Ee offers 2 programs
in money, child management

be.~'

Canvass loc~l physicians to find
those willing to put in a day or
a night per week in the clinic.
Some may agree to regularly
handle a small number of clinic
people freee in their own offices.
Others may pledge to perform
specialized services free. Public
health services and commercial
medical laboratories may donate
help or give materials. If a hospital is expanding in the area, it
may be possible to have some
secondhand equipment donated.

11
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Miss Baker says it is not uncommon to see tables with
mustard and relish smeared on
top and pictures drawn in it.
George Wheeler, day custodian,
has worked in the SUB for nine
years and says ''kids are a lot
messier now than they used to

Guideli.nes for free clinics
As of January of this year,
there were at least 150 free
clinics and referral services in
25 states of the union. Here are
some guidelines to set up a free
clinic in your area.
Do adequate research to clearly
show the nature and extent o(
community medical needs. Check
conditions in local emergency
and other public facilities. Are
people being turned away? How
long qo they have to wait? Use
the findings to build a broad
supporting coalition in the com. munity to be served.
In getting community support,
emphasize the benefits likely to
accrue in the control of communicable diseases and epidemics;
provision of health care for the
needy; placement for interns from
local hospitals; inavailability of
fieldwork for students of social
welfare and public health.
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Walker shines for 'Cats

Oregon College disturbs
spikers' winning streak
·by Elliott Grieve
sports editor

Terry Kelly turned in another
. fine performance in the 3000
meter
steeplechase
winning
easily on a bad track in 9: 29.5.
Other Central winners included;
Dick Bedlington who captured
the javelin with a toss of 220-2,
Terry Sayles with 51.0 in the 440,
and Steve Slavins in the 100yard-dash in 9.8.

It was bound to happen sooner
or later.
Although Art Hutton would
have preferred it not to happen.
And Dave Walker fried his
damnedest to make sure it didn't
happen. But Oregon College of
Education threw a hurdle into
everything and made it happen.
Central gets another chance at
What diet happen was that
OCE May 21 and 22 at the EverOregon College handed Central . green Conference championships.
its first Evergreen Conference
"I am looking forward to the
defeat in eight years last Saturday
EvCo championships,'' admitted
in Monmouth, Oregon. The final
Hutton.
count was OCE 82, Central 72.
''A couple of ~ey events let us
"OCE is tough and they have
down, and OCE swept the hursome confidence now that they
dles which really· hurt," explained
beat us, but if a couple of our
guys keep improving, we'll give
Hutton.
OCE out scored the Wildcats
them a good meet," Hutton ad17-1 in the high and intermediate
ded.
hurdles which probably turned
the meet the Wolfpack's way.
Oregon College llZ, Central '1Z
Otherwise each school took
Shot put - Kenady (0) 55-4, Kinnard
CC)
50-11.
Wilhams
CC)
49-5.
nine first-place finishes, with
Steeplecllase - Kelly (C) 9:29.5,
OCE grabbing 14 of 18 secondRice (C) 9:39.9, Fordney (0) 9:51.7.
JaveliD - Bedlington (C) 220-2,, Pohl
place finishes.
(0) 212-8, Elwood (0) .208-2.
The Wildcats received a great
440 - Relay - Central (Sayles,
~llrbaum, Walker, Slavens) 42.8, (0)
performance from Dave Walker
43.5.
who was responsible for 25 of the
Loq J111Dp - Walker (C) 23-9, Pietka
(0) 2Z-6li2, Columbo (C) 22-4o/4.
'Cat's points.
Mlle - Garlock (0) 4:19.1, Vogel (0)
Walker won the 220-yard dash
4:24.6, Bloom (C) 4:26.5.
lit RH - Steven (0) 14.9, Bothin (0)
in a strong wind with a time of
15.0, Oliver (0) 15.7.
.
22.5.
Pole _Vault - Porter (0) 14-0, Morris
(0) 13-6, Spore (C) 13-0.
The flying Scotsman, then won
441.....: Sayles (C) 51.0, Montgomery (0)
.51.5, Swisher (C) 52.0.
the long jump with a leap of
UO - Sla\rins (C) 9.8, Woods (0) 9.9,
23-9 which is tops so far this seaBeahrbaum 9;9.
- Vogel (0) 1:59.1, Konigsberger
.llO
son in EvCo. He also won the
(C) 1:59.5, Weller (C) 2:02.4.
triple jump with a mark of 46-6 1/4.
D11,e111 ....:. Kenady (0) 150-2, Crow (0)
146-7, Williams 141--0.
What makes this more impres.44f fH - Stevens ( 0) 58. 7, Boethin ( 0)
sive is the fact that this was the
58-9, Bearbbaum (C) 62.0,
- H11• J111Dp - Keys. (0) 6-71,2, Olafson
first time this season that Walker
(0) 6-6, Davis (C) 6-4li2.
.has competed in either jumping
· 2ZI - Waller (C) 22.5, Woods (0) 22.6,
Slavins (C) 22.6.
event.
Tri;le Jamp - .Walker (C) 46-61>'4,
In addition to the individual
Pietka (0) 44-llo/•, Keys (0) 44-to/4.
·
S Mile - Garlock (0) 15:08.0, Bloom
victories, Walker anchored both
(C) 15:27.2, Kelly (C) 15:39.9.
the winning 440- and mile-relay
Mile Retay - Central (Walker, Slavins,
Kqilipberger, Swisher) 3:26.8, OCE.
teams.

Mystery MIA batter shows his unique form during one of the many intramural softball battles.
More than 6500 students have participated in MIA activities this year.
Photo by Gary Stewart

MIA program proves popular to students
system for an all-sports trophy.
This award will go to the team
that compiles the most total
points throughout the year in the
The Men's Intramural Associavarious activities.
tion is in its twelfth year here at
If all of the 11 preceding years
Central and its first under the
of MIA existence could be sumdirection of John Gregor.
marized into one word, that
Today's MIA offers participaword would have to be "growth."
tion to any registered male stuTo illustrate the magnitude of
dent in 10 different activities.
this growth, the old "statistics
They are touch football, ·volleynever lie" edict comes into play.
ball and handball in the fall;
In 1960 when the program bebasketball, swimming and wrestgan there were 18 football teams,
ling in the winter; and softball,
14 to 18 softball teams . and 24
track, . golf and tennis in the
basketball teams. This year,
spring.
according to Gregor, there were
Golf, tennis, handball, wrest,. . 44 football teams, 101 basketball
teams and 71 softball teams.
ling and swimming are indiAbout 290 students participated
vidual activities while the other
per day in football, 280 per night
sports involve team ·play.
in basketball and 260 per day in
This year, for the first time,
softball.
teams are competing on a points
Gregor said that altogether, in
all the activities, the participation
figure was about 6,500.
This year's total of softball
teams is an increase of 27 over
last year., while the number of
basketball teams, increased by 20
and the football teams by 14. ·
''Our students are very fortunate to have the amount of
facilities they have," said Gregor.
"They can participate in many
more contests."
Evidently the guys know it and
are taking advantage of it.
by Roger Underwood
staff writer

It's a better Machine

Gregor said that the main
problem in the MIA today is a
lack of facilities to accomodate
the growing number of participants. He pointed out tliat the
confines of Nicholson Pavilion
and the nearby playing fields are·
being strained to the limit by the
increasing enrollment, corecreation and the Women's Intramural Association.
He emphasized that before the
program can expand further,
facilities must be enlarged
accordingly.
Equipment used in the program
is financed through the MIA budget. Gregor pointed out that the
costs haven't been · as high as
they could be because very little
equipment has been lost or
stolen.
"Actually, it's a credit to the
officials,'' he said.
The MIA is a big thing on
campus, as exemplified by the
relatively few number qf forfeitures.
"The objective of the program
is to get as many participants
as possible and to give them as
much time to participate as possible in the time allotted,."
Gregor stated. Judging from the
number of students who take part
in the activities, John Gregor and
today's MIA are doing a pretty
fair job.

Every body needs milk

FRESH

•A

.,.o~

·--

40'

m

we welcome
FOOD ITIMP

YAMAHA OF ELLENSBURG
(CLOSED MAY 5th)

5th & Kittitas

MILK

SitoPPERS

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

WINEGAR'S DAIRY/
9259330

Just 6 Blocks West
of Nicholson Pavilion

419

w.

15th

925-l821

·I·:.
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Steeplechase star

Kelly - Central's first national champ?

Centrars Alma Gapsch displays form which took second place in
the long jump in last _Saturday's northwest district track meet.
Gapsch also placed second in the 100-yard dash and third in . the
triple jump as the Wildkittens finished third behind Eastern Washington and Flathead Valley Community College.

w ·i ldkittens take third
in northwest track meet
Central's women's track team
took third place in the Northwest
District women's track and field
meet held here last Saturday.
The Wildkittens racked up 79
points behind Eastern· Washington' s 91 and champion Flathead
Valley Community College of
Montana's 173.
Alma Gapsch and Jan Harriman again headed the Central
point-getters . .
Gapsch grabbed seconds in the
long jump and the 100-yard dash,
a third in the long jump and a
fifth in the 220.
Harriman nailed down the No.
2 spot in the 200-meter hurdles
and third in the high jump.
Sue Lyons took a pair of
fourths for Central in the 100yard dash and 100-meter hurdles
and Mary Scott took fourth in the

220- and fifth · in the 100-yard
dash.
Other Wildkitten point-winners
were Leslie Stockton, with a third
-in the 880, Darlene Mongeon
with a fourth in the javelin,
Mickey Clarke in the 200-meter
hurdles, Kathy Spadoni in the
discus, Nellie Field in the javelin
and Betty Techer in the 440.

TEAM

WON

10
8

Whit.
0 .C.E .
E.O.C.

11
10

4

3

w.w.s.c.
E .W.S.C.
O.T.I.

4
6

TACOS -

SPLITS}

Busy we_
ekend for spring sports
Central's spring sport teams
will try to get back on the winning road this weekend with a
full slate of activities.
Coach Gary Frederick.,·s baseball team travels to Ashland,
Ore., for an important Evergreen
Conference battle with Southern
Oregon.
The Wildcats, . who were P-;;iined
out last weekend in LaGrande,
Ore. , are 9-10 on the season and
4-2 in the EvCo.
Southern Oregon is 8-8 on the
season and 5-3 in the EvCo.
Art Hutton's track and field
squad, still smarting from a 82-72
setback by Oregon College, trav-

els to Vancouver, B.C., tomorrow
for a tough encounter in the
, Vancouver Relays.
--'Phe Wildcats' tennis team travels to the WSU Tournament, at
·Pullman Friday· and Saturday.
Dean Nicholson's netters are 4-1
on the season, _having been upset
by Yakima Valley Community
College 5-4 last Monday.
Eight schools will participate in
the tournament, with the Wildcats meeting Whitworth and
Montana State in the first and
second Feunds today.
And Stan Sorenson's traveling
golfers . head for Yakima today
for match with Yakima Valley CC.
The golfers are 2-2 tor the season.

at

LOST WON LOST

c.w.s.c.
s.o.c.
4

the United States national team
ever to win a national title.
At 21, Kelly is young for the· if he can ·follow a tough training
./
steeplechase and states that he .program.
. Kelly is a good worker and a
will continue to run after gradurigorous program could put him
ation.
in {!Ontention for the Olympic
This weekend at the Vancouver
trials held next year. But a more
Relays in British Columbia, Canrealistic objective could be a bid
ada, . Terry will be matched
for the 1976 Olympics.
'
against the Canadian steepleThis weekeµd, Kelly returns to
chase champion.
..
the Vancouver Relays and to the
Kelly has his sights set on a
track where his ~ieeplecbase
· ~: 07 .0 time. If his prediction is
accurate, he will be getting close · career began.
And in a month or so he reto the NAIA record of 9: 01.4 set
turns to the nationals. It will be
by John Mason, currently one of
something if this orice mediocre
the top milers in the world.
athlete becomes a national
Inspired by a national NAIA
champion.
title, Kelly could go on to perhaps

Live Music

·Baseball standings

Buy one at regular p.rice and
get the second at 1h price!
Any fountain or grill item.
(SHAKES -

by Dave Walker
staff writer
When Terry Kelly graduated
from high school in Spokane four
years ago · he was undecided
about his track future.
Central's · track coach, Art
Hutton, offered him a chance to
compete for the Wildcats and
Kelly jumped at the chance.
Now four years later, Kelly
leads the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics in the
3000 steeplechase with a time of
9: 14.6.
· The steeplechase is a grueling
event run over F/a miles. Participants have to .jump over 28
- three-foot barriers and negotiate
a water jump seven times.
Describing his initial talent as
mediocre, Kelly credits coach
Hutton with much of his success.
Hutton introduced Kelly to the
steeplechase at the Vancouv.er
Relays in 1969.
The next time Kelly ran the
steeplechase was in the NAIA
national meet where he finished
third, much to the delight of ,
Hutton.
Kelly credited his third place
finish to "the ability of coach
·Hutton to take mediocre athletes
and mold championship performers."
Kelly is running well this
season and Central track fans
think he has a good chance to become the first Wildcat thinclad

14

!!

THE BRASS BUCKET TA VERN
Featuring

CRYSTAL DAWN
Live music every Saturday, 9:00 p.m.
Brass Bucket Tavern (next to Safeway)
in Cle Elum
iiJC ... - A nn1vs:n I

Prices Effective 3 p.m. Friday April 31
thru 10 p.m. Sat. May 1st
SODAS

I

FLOAiS DRINKS
SANDWICHES

I
I

FRIES

SUNDAES

. ____...--AND~
FISH------~CHIPS
rnNES
'-~-

-

NOW OPEN TILL 10 P.M.

PERRIES DRIVE-IN
4th & Sprague

962 2809.

--~ - MKft.•• • - .

LARGE SELECTION
OF

I

HOT .......PANTS
_
AND

HOT PANTS
SETS 5 87

To

1787

MANY TO CHOOSE FROM TN OUR NEW SELECTION OF HOT PANTS
AND 2 PC. HOT PANTS SETS. KNIT TRIACETATES, OVERALL JUMPSUIT STYLE. WAFFLE PIQUE 2 PC. OUTFIT AND ON AND ON! COME
'IN AND SEE THEM!
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·NEED .A· BYKE?

Mystery race could
brillg heavy bucks

Astra· (F~enc·_h) ~ ~:.- . .
Murr.ay· (U.$.) "': ·::-~
- '* ,fA · unique
· Experien:ce~· R:epair
hQTseback,

,

I,

Baseball coach· optimistic,
. hopes for .team's recovery

race~

oh foot and tinues on foot. The horse can
which recalls the graze and rest until the first
by Roger Undel,'.wood ·
days of the American Wes't, is walker arrives, mounts .aftd rides
staff writer
... attn1cting the interest of college on, passing his partner. The
men 'throftghout'' the coyntry,. process is repeated, the men
Central's baseball Wildcats· were snowed out last weekend at
according to a spo~esman from
always rhoving forward on foot
Eastern Oregon, so the defending EvCo champs got the weekend off.
Levi Straus$ & Co.; sponsor of or riding, but the horse getting
The break in the schedule gave Coach Gary Frederick a chance
the event.
time to graze and rest.
to pondeir the outlook of what has been a somewhat disappointing
Scheduled for Ju~ 5 in CaliPrize money totaling $4000 is
season to date.
fornia's ·historic wine country,. the
being posted by Levi Strauss &
race is a "Ride and Tie;' contest Co. There will be an entry fee of
He is optimistic.
wflich revive,$ a system used in $50 per team and this will be
Frederick .figures that if hjs 'Cats win five of their six remaining
the latter half of the 19th century
added to t~e prize money.
league
games, they will once again reign as the EvCo kings, while
.to ·pt:rmit two men .,with only one
TJie fii;st place team will refour wins would possibly leave some' doubt.
horse to travel as rapidly as
ceive $l<*l and the award will
possible.
·
·
be doubled"if the team members .;,, Under the "'present •EvCo rules, 10, games played qualifies a team
the
for the league championship. In that case, ,the snowed out games do
The two men start out at the
are wearing Levi's jeans. See<>nd
not necessarily have to be played.
same time, one on horseback,
award will be $500, third $250,
In case of a tie, the .decision would be up to the league executive
the other on foot/The rider, soon
fourth $125, fifth $75 and sixth
committee. "We just have to live with that," commented Frederick
315 · N. Main
outdistanc;ing his companion, ,$50 and these an>Munts will also
about the rule.
Bill -Spencer, owner
ride~ a reasonable distance, . disbe doubled for Levi's wearers.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ mounts, ties the ho:rse and con'fhe entry fees will be disLooking at the remaining league schedule, Frederick sees all the
trib9ted arv-ong the winners.
contenders with tough games due to the balance of the EvCo.
The course, to be set by the
He emphasized that any team can beat any other team on any
1
Sonoma Trail Riders. will
noted
given day. "In the four years I've been here, the conference has been
Ducas
Rules
of
the
Road
begin at St. Helena in Napa
..
pretty even," he said .
..
County and end at the Plaza in
As for the contenders for the crown, Frederick said, "We have to
Sonoma, Sonoma County. The be the team to beat," especially since the 'Cats have a 1/2 game lead.
full course distance, over the
l. BeCool
"We're more concerned with the Washington schools than the
Mayacamus Mountains, will cover
, Qregon schools because they're the ones we have to beat for the
approximately 25·miles.
District championship," he explained.
Full details on the race, en2. Take it when you
So far, Central is 3-1 against Whitworth and Western, while
tries and rules may be obtained
con get H"
Eastern lies ahead on the schedule.
by writing "Levi's Ride and Tie,"
Frederick happily reported that the Wildcats' previously anemic
98 Battery Street, San Francisco,
hitting attack is coming around. He used last Thursday's 7-3 win
Calif. 94106. Entries for the race
3. Don't jive yourself
over Yakima Valley College as an example.
must be postmarked by midor your brothers.
night, May 28.
"In our earlier game with them (YVC), against the same pitcher,
4. Think spri·ng ... and
10 or 11 of our guys struck out. This time only four did," he noted.
Central's pitching has sparkled through most of the season.
drink at the SHIRE.
Frederick pointed out that the team's total earned run average is
near 2.0, which is outstanding.
3rd & Pearl
The defense }las also been good, at least percentage wise. HowYakima Valley College avenged
ever, Frederick admitted to some mental lapses by both him and his
an earlier defeat, and at the same
players.
time handed cehtral' s tennis
squad its first loss of the season
"The players and I haven' t always been ready mentally, so we
5-4 last Monday in Yakima.
have to share the blame. We are aware of our mistakes and are in
the process of correcting them," he said.
The match was extremely close
all the way with the last doubles
Although this has been an off and on ~eason for Central, the
set deciding the outcome.
Wildcats haven't been without some consistent performances.
Frederick singled . out Third Baseman Bill Adkison, Outfielder
Winning singles matches for
Rusty Morrison, and Catchers Mike Gannon And Dave Hopkes for
the Wildcats were Gerald Bendsupplying steady offensive punch and Mark Gantar for his stellar
zak, Ron Frederickson and Bill
Irving. Bendzak and Frederickson
~efensive play at shortstop.
combined for Central's lone vicOn the overall 9-10 record, Frederick explained that, "sometimes
tory in the doubles.
we don't realize just how hard it was to do what we did last year."
Th'e netters ' season record is
He cited "living off last year and working in some new faces" as the
now 4-1.
Group~!
main reasons for the minus .500 winning percentage.
"But," he added, "we're beginning to jell." TAILDRAGGER

ASTRA SPEED ·e1 KE

.BYKE ·SHOPPE

The Shire

Tennis team
upset by YVC

lllDANCElll

MARS from Seattle
. af(fhe Legion II

One of Seattle's Hottest

Saturday, May 1st

FLYING CLUB
Either Champ or T -Craft

He.a r 'em LIVE!

Interested Parties

CALL NORM 925-5505
--------

With that information in mind, EvCo foes can ask themselves a
rather horrifying question: if Central is leading the league by a I/2
game and has just started to come around, what will happen when
they put it all t~gether?
The answer could be interesting. Very interesting.

l.tlSTEN ro ·;;.;;s1
The TOP 20 HITS on an
8-track Stereo Cartridge
ONLY

$5 95

P~~k Oiie Uf! t·o dav.I
1:;l~;;

\

,pi::'

I ~ I~~~!? At UnrecOrcieci ·cCirt_riciges

tl

·I

32 min.'
64 min.

~
NEW HONDA MOTOSPORT 350
See it and other -1971 models at

JOHNSON'S HONDA ;2::3if~"
41

I

ONLY sl.99
ONLY s2.ss

.. ,
TriangJe Auto Supply Co.
Y,
100 N. Main

962-9876

I
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Orchesis to dance their way into Central student's hearts

Orchesis will present its annual
spring concert "Dance Spectrum"
Friday and Saturday nights at
8: 30 in the Barge Threepenny
Playhou~e. Admission is free. The
program will range from comedy
to drama in modern, jazz and
ballet routines. Virginia Chick,
Julie Gantar, and Dr. Robert
Sporre will be guest dancers and
choreographers from the drama
and P.E. departments. Becky
Holland has more information at
963-2936.

PEACE RALLY
The ASC Peace Rally will start
on the SUB South Mall at noon.
At least four bands will be playing'; there will be speakers and
teach-ins with themes on the
sociological and economic effects
on the U.S. as a result of involvement in Vietnam; and a candle
march starting from the East
Mall after Martin Hall's speech
in the large ballroom at 8 p.m.

IClub notes I
YD's
The Young Democrats are inviting everyone, including the
Republicans, to become involved
in their projects. If you have a
particular Democratic politician
in mind you'd like to have come
speak on campus: they'd be interested to try to get him here.
Contact Patti Leitch, at 963-2908,
for fu rther information.
APO
The Alpha Phi Omega (APO)
National Service Fraternity is
sponsoring a car wash Saturday
at Albertson's at noon. One car
car will cost $1, $1.25 for two .
cars registered to the same
person. The APO is setting up a
table in the SUB for distributing
Peace Corps materials. A Corps
representative will be on campus
May 10-14. APO meets every
Tuesday night at 8 in the Grupe
Conference Center. Dick Garns
ha~ more information at 963-1642.
CHESS
The Ellensburg Open Chess
Tournament will be Saturday at
10 a.m. in SUB 208. The adult
entry fee is $3, and $1 for juniors.
Prizes will be awarded. Contact
Kippy Poyser (925-3847) for information.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
The Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship meets Mondays at 7 p.m.
in the Student Village Lounge.
Steve DeHart will supply further
information at 963-3579.
HOME EC CLUB
The Home Ee Club will meet
Monday at 7: 30 p.m. in the
Family Living Center to discuss
consumer tips for purchasing
wigs and to nominate local club
officers. Mary Alban has more
information at 963-3094.

VARIETY SHOW
The Sigma Mu Variety Show
will be put on by the music
honors club in Hertz Recital Hall
Tuesday and Thursday at 7 p.m.
Admission is free. The Central
Stage Band, featuring Debbie
Everist, and comedy skit spoofs
on the music faculty will highlight the show.

WALK FOR DEVELOPMENT
The Ellensburg Walk for Development Committee will meet
Wednesday to discuss plans for
the development walk, planned
for May 8. All interested people
are invited to the meeting and to
call Kylle Fish (925-5818) and
Gary Miller (925-5210) for more
details.

FLICKS
Campus flicks tonight and tomorrow night will be The Silencers and On the Waterfront in
Hertz at 7 p.m. Admission is a
quarter .

PHILADELPHIA
STRING QUARTET
The famous Philadelphia String
Quartet will make two appearances in Hertz on Tuesday and
Thursday at 8: 15 p.m. Tuesday
night the quartet will perform
Mozart, Bartok and Schubert.
Thursday night they will be accompanied by Barbara Brummett,
soprano; Howard Barr, piano;
and Raymond Wheeler, clarinet.
Complimentary performance.

KIDS' MOVIE
The Saturday Children's movie,
Willie McBean and His Flying
Machine will begin at 10 a.m. in
Hebeler Auditorium.
ART FILM SERIES
The Hebeler Art Film Series
presents the Chicago Conspiracy
Circus, which is a di:,amatic reenactment of the . famous trial,
according to the transcript, intetcut with scenes from Alice in
Wonderland. See the film in the
Hebeler Auditorium at 8 on Tuesday and Wednesday nights. Admission is $1.

PLAY
A Man For All Seasons begins
in McConnell Thursday at 8 p.m.
Admission is free with your ASC
card.

ROCK CONCERT
The Sweet Jesus Prince of
Peace Rock Concert will be held
Saturday at Willamette Univer-·
sity in Salem, Ore. The festival
will feature six rock and folk
groups from up and down the
West Coast. It is being sponsored by a group of Willamette
students and will_ be . held outdoors at McCulloch Stadium from ·
noon until 8 or 9 p.m. Complimentary performance.

LEGAL AID
An attorney will be available
Tuesday afternoon 1-4 p.m . for
legal aid to needy people in the
County Law Library in the Kittitas County Courthouse. For information call the- Legal ·Aid for
the Poor, Kittitas County Action
Council, 925-1448 (Eilensburg) or
674-2547 (Cle Elum). Emergencies only: 962-2131.
PERSONS HAVING A BICYCLE on campus may bring "them
to the Security-Traffic Department, located at 1214 N. Chestnut, . to have the bicycle registered and a registration decal
issued. Registration will begin
Tuesday. This service is offered
free of charge and will greatly
assist in locating lost or stolen
bicycles.
PREREGISTRATION
All students currently enrolled
for spring quarter, 1971, are
eligible to pre-register for fall
quarter classes. Pre-registration
will be conducted May 18-26.
Fall quarter fees for those students who are currently enrolled
must be paid by August 9, 1971,
or pre-r~gistrations will be cancelled.
PRE-PHARMACY STUDENTS
Pre-pharmacy students are advised that Dr. Fischer, from the
University of Washington Depart-

Chromophobia''

Uses animation to present the dilemma of a society caught
in a militaristic dictatorship, and to show the eventual
victory of its free spirit.
-

"Place in the Sun"
u·ses animation to satori ze two figures competing for fame
and immortality, noting human foibles as they win or lose.

COMPLIMENTARY

Tuesday, May 4 at 8 p.m. - SUB 206

KARATE CLUB
Karate Club is still meeting
faithfully every Tuesday night at
7 in the Hebeler Gym.

STUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES
Imp rove Grades While Devoting
The Same Amount Of Time To Study

USE STUDY SOUNDS
Increase Your Concentration And Improve
You r Com prehension . Study At A Faster Rate.

ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN
Please Specify
·
8 Track Tape, Cassette, Or LP Record
Send Check or Money Order $9.95 Each
Include 75c Handling and Postage
Sound Concepts, Inc; .• Box 3852
Charlottesville, Va. 22902

and other happenings

Thursdays - May 6 & 13
anyone in campus community is invited

7:30 - book discussion
"Cost of Discipleship" by Dietrich Bonoeffer

9:30 - Jesus Christ Superstar
3rd and 4th portion of controversial rock opera played each
week - . discussion following. Participants invited to re·
main for Eucharistic service afterwards.

,·. +. ·

ment of Pharmaceutical Chemistry w~ll be on campus Thursday
to talk from 9 J;o 10: 30, in Dean

·~

:·:·· ··· ····· .··.....
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INFORMATION
To inform students of meetings, deadlines, etc., use the
"Official Notices" and "Club
Notes" columns. Submit information to the Crier the Friday
before you wish it to be published. Forms are in the Crier office,
SUB 218. If you h~ve a~ questions or prefer to phone in the
material, call the office at 9631026 or Mary Lancaster at
963-2018: .

$

FILMS
- Two films, Chromaphobia and
Place in the Sun, will be shown
at 8 p.m. Tuesday in SUB 206.
A discussion will follow. These
are part of the Ecumenical Film
Series.

MODERN THEOLOGY

Official notices

Ecumenical Film Series

11

BLOOD DRIVE
The Red Cross Blood Drive
will be in the SUB small ballroom
Tuesday starting at 10 a.m.

THEOLOGY
Two discussions on modern
theology,. one on a book, Cost of
Discipleship, by Dietrich Bonhoeffer, and the other on a presentation of Jesus Christ Superstar, part three, will be held
Thursday at 7: 30 at the Lutheran
Center for Campus Ministry.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

$

JOBS IN THE SUN
Box 133, La Jolla, Calif. 92037

..
....·••...

..

MAKE DEAN'S YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
For
•
•
•
•
•
•

CALIFORNIA-ARIZONA-HAWAII

Professional / Trainee positions
currently available in all fields.
· For 1 month's subscription containing hundreds of current
openings and complete job
search information package including sample resumes, salary
& cost of living comparisons, &
area executive recruiters directory, (satisfaction guaranteed)
send $9 to:

Center for Lutheran
:·. · ·-~·. Campus Ministry
115 E. 11th
925-5210

•
•

Pre-Recorded Tapes
Tape Recorders
Records
Stel'.'eos
Needles
Patch Cords, Plugs
and Jacks
Repair Service
TV Rental

DEAN'S
417 N. PEARL

RADIO
&TV

DOWNTOWN

925-1828

YOU DON'T COP OUT!
WHY SHOULD YOUR PIZZA?
WE DON'T COP OUT
-ON FLA YOUR, AT

THE
PIZZA PLACE I
Fre e Deliv ery after 6 p .~.

925-54 4 6

Pagt; 20 -
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Soyuz 10 returns after dockin,g; mission a speculation
Russians dock in space
from Yakima Herald-Republic
The Russian Soyuz 10 spacecraft returned Sunday, after its
, three-man crew docked with an
orbiting unmanned craft.
There is speculation that the
activities of the craft may be the
beginning of a program to establish a permanent orbital space
· station.
There are hints that a secorid
manned craft would duplicate the
Soyuz 10 effort later.
While American ships have
performed similar docking maneuvers, a U.S. effort to place a
space station in orbit is at least
two years away.
Mideast peace activities
Secretary of State William Ro·gers will travel to five Mideast
,capitals, hoping to establish som~
common ground of agreement for
the opposing sides in the Mideast conflict.
A main objective for the trip
seems to be agreement on the
opening of the Suez Canal. Rogers hopes that if , accord is
'r eached on the question of reopening, then it will spur agreement in other areas.
Israeli Foreign Minister Abba
Eban hOpes that the impending
visit of Rogers will be an impetus
for the Israelis' own plan for re. opening of the canal.
In Eban's plan, Israeli troops
would partially withdraw from
the canal area if the Egyptians
agree not to resume· fighting and
no Egyptian or Russian troops
enter the vacated areas. The canal
1

Suspect held
A suspect is being held by the
Ellensburg Police Department
· while . an investigation is being
conducted concerning shootings
that occurred early Tuesday morning.· No one was injured in the
, shootings.
Reports of a man with a 12gauge shotgun shooting at several
people . were received by the
Ellensburg Police Department
shortly after midnight. Herb
Myers, 814 E. 5th, said that a
man shot at him while in his
apartment.
The man then went outside
and reportedly fired · at Vince
Graaff at 900 E. 5th shortly after
midnight, police said.
Ellensburg police responded to
a report that the gunman was
in the vicinity of 3rd and Chestnut. When officers arrived at the
·scene shots were fired over their
heads.
At 12: 35 a.m. the suspect
phoned the police station and
volunteered to surrender.
1

question will be considered apart
from any over-all peace settlement.
CO's foul-up system
The nation's draft boards are
being overwhelmed with 7000 to
8000 conscientious objectors for
whom suitable "civilian service
cannot be found,'' according to
the Selective Service.
Draft experts put the blame on
the increasing number of men'
applying for the status and the
general downturn of the economy.
A leader of a conscientious-·
objector board said that "There
just qren't any alternate service
jobs to be had in · the State of
Washington."
As a partial solution for the
number of applicants, proposals
are before Congress to extend

Buyers beware
Beginning last Monday, any
person with files in the hands of
credit bureaus can demand to
know their contents and to challenge any entries.
Under provisions of the Fair
Credit Reporting Act, a person
must be notified if he is turned
down for credit because of an
unfavorable file, or if a credit examination of his file is underway.
If a person calls an entry unfair, the agency must check it. If
no agreement between the consumer and the agency . can be
reached, the .consumer can file a
comment of his own.
The credit agencies .can provide
repo'rts to others only on "legiti-

mate business need," although
the government can see them
with a court order.
Muskie and the FBI
from Newsweek
Sen. Edmund Muskie has
charged that the FBI spied on .the
activities of Earth Day last year.
"If there was widespread surveillance over Earth Day last
year, is there any political activity in the country which the FBI

does not consider a legitimate
object for watching? How many
Americans will hesitate, will not
attend meetings and will not
raise their voices because they
feel they will become part of an
FBI dossier?" asked Muskie.
Muskie called for the creation
of a domestic intelligence-review
board · to keep the FBI's surveillance within bounds. A similar
body has been operating with the
CIA since 1956.

LIBERTY Theatre

Town 'n gown

Bill threatens schools
by Bob Lutgen
editor-in-chief
With the passage of HB 283 (the property tax bill) by the State
House of Representatives, Ellensburg School District officials are
concerned over potential decrease in funds for operation of the
district.
The bill which passed the House last week will eliminate an
estimated $280 million in revenue. Much of the decrease will have to ,.
.be borne by local · governments and school districts. If the bill is
passed by the Senate and signed by the governor, school districts
could face severe problems.
Ellensburg, like other districts, has already received the approval
of the voters for a special levy in the amount of $458,458. If reductions are made in property tax, districts that have passed levies
based on the same amount of property tax ultimately will have to
reduce the quality of education.
Classroom loads for teachers will be increased, new e~uipment and
book purchases will have to be delayed.
Channel work completed
Work on a Yakima River channel near the landslide area 7 miles
west of Ellensburg .on U.S. 10 was completed last week by the
Army Corps of Engineers.
The banks of the channel were stabilized to prevent erosion.
County officials feared that, if erosion had · been allowed to continue,
enough water would be diverted from the city's infiltration wells and
irrigation ditches downstream to -cause · problems for water drinkers
and agriculture users.
The total estimated cost of the project was $50,000.
Economic development
An Overall Economic Development Program is underway in Kittitas
County to help eliminate unemployment. The county is eligible for
the federal funds by virtue of the high unemployment rate.
A committee has been formed, headed by Dr. Eldon Jacobsen,
Central psychology professor, and is working on a comprehensive
plan which will indicate -the needs and priorities of the county. Private and public programs can receive loans and grants under the
program if the business or public works project will create jobs.

JAMES H. NICHOLSON and SAMUEL Z. ARKOFF present

ANNA CALDER-MARSHALL
as Cathy

in

TIMOTHY DALTON

as Heathcliff

EMILY sRoNrE's

muttteriQg leig-ts
STARTS WEDNESDAY· MAY 5th
WALTER MATTHAU & ELAINE MAY in

"A NEW LEAF"
OP EN -6:30 925-4598
2nd GREAT WEEK

The VILLAGE

OUR NEXT ATTRACTION!
PETER SELLERS & GOLDIE HAWN in

"THERE'S A 61.RL IN MY SOUP"

IT SAVES TIME WHEN WE
DRY CLEAN IT FOR YOU

HIGH PROTEIN
ENERGY BOOSTERS
Valley Specialty Foods
111 W. 6th

the · two-year service time for
CO's to three years.

ED'S .DRIV.E-IN

FEATURE

Free Pick Up and Delivery
3rd & Pine
925 1688

925-2505

MEMBERS OF HELL'S ANGELS OF VENICE, CAIJFORlllA

FOOD STAMPS ACCEPTED

FIFTY DIFFERENT BANDS*
A·T

*on the jukebox

THE TAY
Happy Hour ••• Saturday ••• 3 - 5
T-SHIRT PARTY COMING UP

#1

FONDA. NANCY SINATRA
THE WiiD.ANGELS
PETER

BRIGlTIE BARDOT
ALAIN DELON
JANE FONDA
TERENCE STAMP
PETER FONDA

